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The challenge of inner space — the fury '- -

of an enemy that seemingly will not die.

This is SEA DRAGON - a battle to the ^^^
death under the high seas! Slide ^^^^ ^ '

"--^

into the captains chair, take the ^-^
controls and prepare yourself X
for the most incredible non-

"^

stop action this side of Davy
Jones' locker. SEA dragon
puts you in control of a k

nuclear sub that's armed //
from stem to stern with \h
enough firepower to take //
on King Neptune himself I

— and you'll need every I ^

missile, every torpedo, and 1

1

every scrap of skill you can l\

'

muster to survive. \r
The object of SEA V

dragon is to successfully ^

navigate your sub through
an underwater course past
mountains and through laby-
rinthine passageways while avoid-
ing clusters of explosive mines that
rise from the seabottom. But the
danger doesn't stop there — overhead,
surface destroyers lace the water with depth
charges; below, deadly attack bases and arcing lasers cut a killing swath that
could reduce your sub to bubbling slag. But even these potentially lethal

perils are dwarfed by the awesome menace that awaits you at the course's
end.

SEA dragon — every possible "extra" is here to ensure your playing
pleasure: exciting sounds, high score save, machine language graphics and an

tfiffWUKi»i^<ir:i»^:t<aiitk'»fiisMa> 111iv! Ita iii^«»^•* rim < i i 'I

dozen screens placed end-to-end, providing a diverse and unique challenge
that will not diminish after repeated playings.

Nothing you've ever seen on your micro could possibly prepare you for
this! You are ready now, ready for the ultimate in undersea action with a pace
that is absoutely unyielding. SEA DRAGON — the arcade has finally come home.

FOR THE ^^ bv John Anderson

k"
j5^"IT TALKSI"

CHG. H^^^H^
-...^^^^^

FOR THE
bv Wayne Westmorelanc

& Terrv Cilman

SEA DRAGON FEATURES
Fantastic Scrolling Seascape ' "

Nearly Limitless Game Challenge

High Score Save (disk version)

Terrific Sound Effects \ ,

Arcade Action Graphics"''"

Apple version "talks " without special hardware!

ALL VERSIONS

JOYSTICK
COMPATIBLE!

ordering INFORMATION
APPLE 2 or APPLE 2 PLUS 48K DiS

(DOS 3.3 required)

042-0146 534.91

ATARI 32K DISk

052-0146

ATARI 16K Tape
051-0146

TRS-80 32K Disk

012-0146

TRS-80 16K Tape
010-0146

\^^^ INTERNATIONAL

TO order, see vour local dealer. If he does not have the program, then c
1-800-S27-7172 (orders only please) or write for our free catalog.

Published bv adventure international
a suDsidiarv of scott Adams, inc.

BOX laiS • LONCWOOD, FL 32750 • (305) 830-8194

^•^



rrS HOTEASYBEING Q^BERT,
BUTIT'S FUN.

flo one eyer said It was going to be easy hopping the irresistible Q'bert ' from cube to cube
and staying out of harm's \jjay Especially when he's trying to avoid creeps like Coily and Oqc.

But, there are times Q'bert can't escape Andjust like in the popular arcade game, he
doesn't take it quietly Q'bert mutters a few choice words, puts his nose to the gnndstone
and comes back for more

You'll grow so attached to Q"bert, you won't want to stop playing, he's one little

character who's good to the last hop.

Mow you can have the new Q'bert yideo ganne cartridge in your home, too.

Por yogf ftiafi 2500 Video Cofripurer SySterTi and the Sear^. Video ArcacJe ' Coming soon lor inteHiviSion

[^R4RKERBROTHERS
Q'btn lid trsMrrarkoI D GotliieJKCo fliair jnd Alan Vidf o Comouler Syslen I'elraderijrkjotAtjii. he Sears VitJeo AteJ« is a Irsdemarfc

ol Sears RotBu til 1 Cn Intellivision' is a regisleieGliaOfniarkol Matiel, Inc ParHi BrtHhersiMoiaHiliatedmlh Watlel Inc -i-'' ISBJPartieiBnJIhers. Btnerly, MA 01915
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lETTERS TO THEEDITOR
First off, I loved the first

issue of your magazine. I

would appreciate it if you
went momhly. Also, I was
wondering if you could get the

addresses of tlie following:

Tigervision, Thorn EMI, Star-

path. CommmaVid, U.S.
Games, and Data Age.

John SlupskiW
P.S. You mentioned Space
Invaders would feature rapid

fire if "reset" was held down
while you were turning your

Atari on. Well, it worked!

We're glad you liked Video

Games Player. Starting ivitft

this issue, we'll be coming U)

you. not every month, hut

every other month. Absence
makes the heart grow fonder.

Here's those addresses: Tiger-

vision, 909 Orchard, Munde-
iein. Illinois 60000. Thorn
EMI, 1370 6th Ave., Neiv York,

NY 10019. Slarpath, S24 Mar-
tin Ave., Santa Clara, CA
95050. CommaVid, 1470
North Fanmvortk, Suite 203,

Aurora, Illinois 60505. U.S.

Games, 1515 Wyatt Dr., Santa

Clara, CA 95051. Data Age, 62
South San Tlmias Aquino Rd.,

Campbell, CA 95008.

You have got to be l(idding.

You rate the Odyssey' as high

as the Atari VCS? You give Col-

eco's Carnival an A and Lady
Bug a B-?! You give Imagics

7V/fA- Shot an A while Atlantis

and Cosmic Ark only get a

B??::: Vbu have got to be out of

your heads.

Bill Schneider

We prefer "crazy, impulsive

fools." There will be many
times you will disagree with a

particular re^newer's opinion.

If we all agreed on which
games were good, the video

game companies would have
that "magic formula" that

make^ up a good game. Tfiey

don't, and nm^er will. We do

our best to evaluate all games

fairly, and xve hope the ma
ity of you ivill agree with

ratings.

major-

our

In your first issue in the

Arcade Parade article, you
said to let you know if any of

your readers could beat the

high scores you printed. My
high score on Tempest is

646,04.'5 (level 65, invisible),

Tbm Skeehmi

Ttiat's great! We don 't mean
to SuperZap you, hut the netv

high score on Tempest is

^,767,540. The gamer is David
Phi mer from Canada. Keep

trying!

Will my video game car-

tridges wear out in time like

records do?

Sandy Rpsslcr

Unless you run over them
with a truck, your cartridges

should last forever. Eleclnmic

chips have no moving parts, so

they can't "wear out." The

only problen) yoti might have

is damaging the board on the

cartridge that touches your
videogame system. But Coleco,

for one, designs their carts to

withstand 10,000 insertions.

Viat's like plugging the game
in threetimesa day, everyday.

for ten years. And if yon can't

beat the game by then, you
should run it over with a,

truck.

I made up a cartridge called

Solar Conquest. I would like to

see this cartridge made. My
Dad said get il patented. But I

don't know what to do. Please

lielp.

Mark Canard

At this point we're not aware

of a single instance of a video

game company getting sued

for ripping off a freelance

designer's game. So yon can

feel prettysafe in sending tbem
yours. But if you want to play

it safe, there is something you

can do. According to the

courts, videogames, like books

and m-ovies, are considered

works of art and can be copy-

righted. It only costs SIQ, and
you'll need a compute!' print-

out of the program. Drawings

of games cannot be

copyrighted. The address is:

Librarj' of Congress, Copyright

Division, 101 Independence
Ave. S.E., Washington DC.
70mi Good luckl

The (own where I live

doesn't have any arcades so 1

don't play any of those games,

I'm more interested in home
games anyway Before I decide

which video game magazine to

buy regularly, I have to know -
will your magazine he mostly

about arcade or home games?

Stevet} Bartell

Wefee! there are three main
things you want in a video

game magazine— the news, the

Every single video game
magazine, including your own,
has done an article on TRON. I

want to tell yon, that was prob-

ably the worst movie I ever

saw. What happened, any-
way? And what did TRON
have to do with video games? I

blew five bucks, and if I have
to read one more article about

that nK)vie I just might throw

up.

Reggie Brighton

I guess gov told usl Well, we
didn't think the movie was
that bad. We must confess, it's

hard to pass up those outra-

geous photos that Disney was
so kind to give us. With this in

mind, we give you THE LAST
TRON PHOTO. Never again

wilt a photo from that movie
darken these pages again. We
promise!

reviews, and the clues. The

news is all about what's com-

ingtmt, who's coming out with

it and when it's coming out.

The reviews are our e.vpert

evaluations of the latest

hardware and software so

you 'II know ivhat you might be

interested in buying. The clues

are tips on wfiat you should do

to score higher at various

video games. Our primary
area ff coverage n'ill Ije home
video games, but we won't

neglect,fa ns ofa rcadegames or
computer games.

Got a question? Got a gtipe?

Just want a halfa million }>eo-

ple to see your name in print?

Punch your initials in here,

partner, and write: Letters 7fj

The Editor, Video Games
Player, 8S8 7th Ave. , Nnv York,

NY 101 06.

S HDEOGA.MfS/'Ml'f*



tg Co. sublicansedto Atari Iric byNamco-Ameriba.rrK.

Think fast. Here comes MS. PAC-MAN' fromAtari.
Meet the new home version of MS. PAC-MAN,

She looks and plays so much like the arcade,
she's unlike any home video game you've ever
played before. And she's only from Atari for use
v^ith the ATARI* 2600," and the Sears Video
Arcade* systems.
You get four ghosts. Four mazes. Escape tun-

nels. And lots of floating munchies. Pears to

pretzels . apples to oranges, lb get the top ba-

nana, worth 50O0 points, you have to know

ARRIS
your little lady backward and forward.
The way the player on the left does. He gets

1000 points for the apple. While the
player on the right gets only half

;

much for the orange. But plenty
of indigestion.

So escort MS. PAC-MAN out
of the arcade.

Because this woman's place

is in the home. a WamerCommunlcationsCompany
ATARI



UNBEATABLE?
No one, not even the author, has
ever achieved the last Gridrunner. It

is an extremely fast-paced arcade-

quality game designed to test your

coolness under fire and challenge

your reflexes.

As the pilot of the Gridrunner, a

combat ship, you must annihilate

the various enemies traveling

along the "Grid." High scores are

possible only through the mastery
of the patterns of the X/Y Zappers
and the Gridsearch Droids which,

when destroyed, mutate into

potentially lethal Pods.

Gridrunner has 32 levels of diffi-

culty{20 levels in

the VIC 20 ver-

sion). To this

date, the 13th

level has been
the highest

achieved.

Gridrunner
is available
for VIC 20,
Commodore
64 and Atari

400/800.

Can you beat

Gridrunner?

See your local

computer or

games dealer

and find out.

Human Engineered Software

71 Park Lane
Brisbane, CA 94005

a division ot USI
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HOT GOSSIP
Since the success of Journey

Escape, Data Age has been

approached by The Rolling

Stones, Fleetwood Mae, and

Styx to do another rock and

roll game... Atari reportedly

paid 2.2 million dollars for the

rights to make E.T. Was it

worth it?...Avalon Hill has

released V.C., the first game

based on the Vietnam War . .

.

MacDonalds is approaching

video game manufacturers to

design a video game the cus-

tomers could play while

they're waiting for their food

...Beware! Some of those

stores selling the Atari VCS
for under SSO aren't including

thejoysticks or paddles . . . Col-

eco won't say who their

designers are. but they just

signed John Dykstra to help

them with their games. Dyk-

stra won an Academy Award

for the special effects on Star

Wars ... By the end of the year,

Atari will release four voice

cartridges to go with the 5200

voice modulo . . .There is a new
video game system coming

from "Riiwan-FunVision. It

will have 24 cart ridges and will

come with headphones for

stereo sound. Address is: Fund

International. 8 Fl-7, 145,

Keelung Rd., Sec 1, Taipei,

Taiwan... According to Col-

ecn's excellent newsletter.

Experience, the Turbo road

course is based on the real

course used in the Grand Prix

of Monaco, The darkened tun-

nel on the course is called ' 'The

Tunnel of Death." Address of

the ColecoVision Video Club is

P.O. Box 4025, Syfjsset, New
York 11791. '.The sequel to

Raiders of the Lost Ark will

be called Indiana Jones and

the Temple of Death, starring

Harrison Ford and Kate
Capshaw . . . Watch out for the

Q*Bert Saturday morning car-

toon show... After Jungle

King was forced to change its

name to Jungle Hunt, the

game died in the arcades..,

Walter "Mr. Video Games"

Day will be holding the Sec-

ond Annual Video Games
Olympics next week at Twin

Galaxies arcade in Ottumwa.

Iowa. You miglit have seen the

last one on That's Incredible

...It's funny how such a big

fuss was made over the X-

rated video games last year,

but nobody says a word about

The Tfexas Chain Saw Massa-

cre game from Wizard... Ed

English, who programmed

Frogger for Parker Brothers,

also did Looping for Coleco . .

.

The Commodore VIC-20 is the

first computer to sell a million

units... Rumor of the year-

Atari will recall all the 5200

controllers. . .95% of the

readers of Seventeen maga-

Mfck and the boys. Will Hang Fire be fhe next rock video game?

y^alier "Mr. Video'' Day. Who SAYS nothing's happening in lowo?

zine play video games, so it

can't be just boys that are into

it... Atari is hiring private

detectives to find arcades that

are dealing with illegal copies.

Nintendo is on the trail too. So

far, they have seized 700

Donkey Kong imitations...

Since Warner Communications

has purchased the Pittsburgh

Pirates, we suggest they turn

the scoreboard in Three River

Stadium into a giant video

game...Intellivision III is

coming and it will have a

remote control joystick that

will operate from 100 yards

away. How do you see the TV
set?. . .Coleco has licensed the

characters of Dr. Seuss (real

name—Theodore Geisel), so

you can expect Cat In The Hat

and Grinch games shortly...

Rockola never worked the

engineering bugs out of QB-3,

so that promising arcade game

will never see the light of day

...Bally Midway has won a

$545,tHI0 judgement against

the Fable Toy Company
because Fable's "Moon Man'"

pillows looked too much like

Pac-Man. . .The Atari symbol

was designed by George
Opperman in 1972. Pong was

very big then, and the big let-

ter A represented two oppos-

ing video game players with

the center of the Pong court in

the middle ...Coming soon for

the 5200—Tempest. Pengo and

Robotron 2084. Cant wait!

Watch out for more juicy

stuff next month. Remember

—you heard it here first.



Woiid's Largest Selectionof
CommercialandHome^deoGames

andAccessories.
WE HAVE EVERY CARTRIDGE St ACCESSORY

FOR ATARI- VIDEO COMPUTER SYSTEM™ 400'-/800~
5200™ inTELLIVISIOni'!; COLECOVISIOn~ ee VECTREX"

»]

Send $2.00 for our latest Catalog ft
_Mewslctter telling about all the new

I exciting products shown at the
ry '83 Consumer Electronics Showl
Please specify if you have an

Atari 400/800 unit, and we will

id you our Atari 400/800 Catalog.

ACCESSORIES FOR WATTEL-
IMTELLIVISION- UPflT

(tlot for use with Intellivision* II or III)

Joystick i4.95/sctt
Precision machined from aluminum
(gold anodized) for the most discrimi-

nating player. Includes 2 replacement
disKs with screw-in straight stick and
ball handles,

Dlstlck-" lO.OO/paIr t

Replacement joysticks for Inteliivision"-

made from hi-impact plastic.

Inte IIIvision'" Dust Cover 7.95 1

Heavy vinyl with logo.

ALL NAIL ORDER COMPAINIES
AREnOTTHESANEI

I Weve been In business for over 10 years.

2. Wc operate 4 stores as well as our mail order
business.

3. We slock over SI, 000.000 in inventory,

4. We Ship over 90% of our orders wllhin

48 Hours.

5. Wc have the most sophisticated computer
system in the Industry,

6. We have nationwide loll free 800 lines to lake
your oiders iVisa or MasterCard).

7. We will ship any way you prefer,

B, We will immediately replace Initial defects,

Cdlifotnl.1 residents add fi-\/2% sales lay.

*f(1<t i] pacKIng, handilrxjand slilppingf-hatge.
Adtl S2pa<:Kln9. Iiandlliisaml stiipplngcliaigf
Ado S3pachinc(. h^indlliig 30(1 shipping Clidicjc.

ACCESSORIES FOR ATARI' VCS
Oe ATARI* 400-/800"

G.A.n.E.S.~ Super Joystick 29.95^
rinesl quality. 5-year mfr's. warranty.

Joystick Extension Cord (6 ft.) 4.95*
6-wire cable. (12 ft.) 6.95'

Joystick "Y" Adapter 6.95*
Allows joystick fif paddles to remain
connected, saving wear and tear on
connector pins.

Joystick Lefty Adapter 5.95*
AI!ow5Atarl*Joystick to be turned 90° for

lett handed perstins.

Supercharger- by Starpath~ 39.95+
Regularly 69.95. With Phaser Patrol~
Tape {increase memory of Atari* VCS).

Emerson™' AC/DC
Cassette Recorder 24.95t
Regularly 49.95.

Atari' Dust Covers 7.95 t

for 2600. 400. 800 & 5200 models.
All heavy vinyl with logo.

ACCESSORIES FOR
COLECOVISIOPf™

Superjoystlck'' with
2 Fire Buttons 29.95t
This is Ihe same quality joystick we've
been selling for Atari* 5yearmfrS.
warranty,

Bali Handle (EZ Joystick) 10.00/pr.t
Tor Coleco'T

Joystick "Y "Adapter lO.OO/ea.t
Allows u,seof Q.A.M.E.S.* superjoystick
with standard Coleco" controller.
9-wlre cable.

Controller Extension Cord
9-wire cable, (9 ft.) lO.OOt

Colecovlslon'" Dust Cover 7.95
'

Heavy vinyl with logo.

Visa and MasterCard holders may call

to place orders: 1-800-626-9592.
NO C.O.D. ORDERS.

(Dealer inquiries welcome.)

Direct all mail order Or catalog requests to Van Nuys.
San Fernando Valley: Orange County: South Bay: Thou«nd Okkk:
6626ValJcan Avrnuc l()5JS t" Mis Avenue 28 1** W. SepuUefla 3649 The us-int) Oaks Btvd
Van fluys. CA9I406 roLiiilain Vdlley, CA Torrance. CA niouMnd Oaki Co
<213i 781-liOO i7 14

1
964-2711 i2 1 51 550-7905 iflOS) 497-61 15

For information call: l-213-78i-'lij00
'

(Mon. Fri, 96 PST/ Sat, 9 5 PST)

i



Video Game Gazette
ALL THE HEWS THAT'S FIT TO FLAr

TycLusivm

DONKEYKONG
SENIOR IN THEWORKS!
SEW }'OM-With Ms, Pac-

Man actually out-earning Pac-

Man, the video game compa-

nies are convinced that if they

have a hit, they're going to

clone it. Sequel games will be a

big part of the menu this year

and here is a sneak peek at

what the arcade manufactur-

ers have up their sleeves. .

.

'

Star Trek: The Convention-

Sega's Star Trek was a big hii In

Star Trek: The Convention, llie

objGCl is to buy as many buuons,

T-shirts and souvenii-s as possible

during a three-day festival at the

Hilton. Extra poinlsare awarded

for getting Leonard Nimoy's

autograph.

Robotot 2085-yes, the last

humanfamily had an illegitimate

child living in Passaic, New Jer-

sey. He returns to fight the

Brains and defend humanity.

Donkey Kong Senior—Help

Grandpa Kong discover which

tree he left his false teei h in as he

is chased by the dreaded Creep-

ing Senilittes.

Buck Rogers: Caverns of

Zabars—Buck shops for Pork

butts ni a famous New York deli-

catessen.

Other biggies to watch for: Ms.

Do, Mr. Do-do, Mr. Don't. Time

Co-Pilot, Anglo-Zaxxon,

Beneath the Valley of Pac-

Man, Miss Pac-Man. Cousin

Pac-Man and Tac-Scan Pac-

Man.

Donkey Kong Sr.-Heip Mario find Grondpo Kong'jfolse teeth.

COPY YOUR GAME CARTS?
LAS VEGAS-\ company called

Marjac Industries has developed

a device that plugs into the Atari

VCS and can copy the memory of

one cartridge onto another

cartridge. The "ROM Scanner"

as it is called, will be offered to

consumers for the supposed

purpose of storing up to ten

games on one cartridge and

avoiding the iiMiuble of

constantly plugging and

unplugging games. However,

such a device would also tempt

people to copy their games and

.sell them for profit. The record

industry is being severely bun

by people taping albums instead

of buying new ones, and the

video game business may be in

for the same. We will keep you

informed on this matter

BIGGEST 1982 HITS

1

.

Pac-Man (7 million carts)

2. Donkey Kong (4 million}

3. Defender (3.5 million)

4. E,T (3 million)

ACTMSION
WORLD
RECORDS
The following high scores have

been announced for Activision

games . ,

.

DRAGSTER 5.51

SKIING 27.54

FREEWAY 34

BARNSTORMING 32.74

GRAND PRIX 29.49

STARMASTER 3971

PITFALL! 114,000



TheVideo Game Gazette

GAME NAMES OUT OF (CONTROL
SANTA CLARA, C4-Wel], it's

almo-si fooihall season, and you

know what that nu'ans— its time

for people to get out in the fresh

air dressed as giant beefsteak

tomatoes.

It used to be that you'd buy a

cartridge, say Asteroids or

Space Invaders, and you'd,

know what kind of game tt

would he. But ever since the

success of Starpath's Com-
munist Mutants From Space.

game titles are completely off

the wall. Fox Video (James'

Revenge of the Beefsteak
Tomatoes and The Earth Die.s

Screaming are two of the most

outrageous, with Milton Brad-

ley's Severmania, Sirius

Software's Twerps and ZiMag's I

Want My Mommy rigiit up there

too. Maybe ne.\t year we'll have

to award a Golden Joystick for

Best Game Title of the Year fieefsfeok tomatoes up in arms over ridfcuJovs video game names.

World's Largest Arcade

Robin Mattson, fhe sfar of fe/evision's General Hospital, picks up o

few Pat-tips from Doug Nelson.

SOAP STAR
AMAZED
BOSTON, M.4~\Vlicn she's not

acting in General Hospital,

Robin Mattson tries to keep Pac-

Man healthy. Here she's receiv-

ing a few Pac-tips from World

Pac-Man champ Doug Nelson at

theBo.sion VideoGameFair. Pro-

ceeds fronu he event went totho

Massachusetts Associatinn for

Mental Health. Notice that Robin

has parked herself at the "safe

spot" on the board. Unless the

game has been altered, the

ghosts will never find her i here.

SO,VTO.V-The World's Largest

Arcade and Traveling Circus

began a few weeks ago, and you

ought to catch il when it comes

to your (own- In addition in ihe

liarnsiorming exliibiiion l)y Ihe

world's finest players, there will

be chimpanzees wlio can beat

you ai Pac-Man. [x^tiple dressed

like Q'Berl, jugglers, at-robals

an<l jilenty of games. For more

details, call Ihe VGPHolhne.

QUICKIE TRIVIA
Q: What is ibe only arcade game
I liai will [ell you a poem based on

your .score when the game is

over''

A: Domino Man, by Midway. It's

soon to be a home video game by

GBS.

WHATEVERHAPPENED TO...

Buckman and ("Pac-Man Fever") (larcia

/? VIOEOCAMSSFUYER



TheVideo Game Gazette

Jeff Sember an6 Don Niatfrick

Millionaire Teenagers
VANCOUVER, /f. ('.-Evolu-

tion is a j;ame for the Apple com-

puter thai e net)mpasses human-

iiy fnim ihe Hi% B<ing iinlil the

present , so it ought to be worth a

few l)uck^. It is, ami even though

its invenlons. Jeff Sember and

Don Matlrick, arcjusi Hi and IS

respectively, ihey will snon be

milhonaires.

RELENTLESSDEMONATTACK
TO TAKE OVEREARTH
LOS GATOS, CA-\magk's

Demon Attack has been .so

successful, they are now
making it in five formats:

Atari VCS, intellivision. Ody-

ssey-. Atari 400/800 and VIC-

20. Most multi-format games

have a different programmer

for each system. Pictured

here are Rob Fulop (Atari

VCS), Dave Johnson (Ody-

ssey-), and Gar>' Kalo (httel-

IJvision). Fulop also designed

Missile Command.

BUSHNELL
IS BACK!
October :^nd. 19S:iwillheaday

tbat will fio down in video game

histor>'. That day will mark the

7th anniversary of Atari founder

Nolan Bushnell's saJe of the com-

pany to Warner Communica-

tions. More importantly, it is the

day Bushnell's 'No-competi-

tion"' agreement with Atari runs

out. He will be free to produce

video games again. And accord-

ing in Bushrell. he will have

'^games on the street" on Octo-

ber 2nd. The company name will

he "Sente."

Bushnell isn't saying much
about the games, but he has

hinted that they will put the

player in the game and give the

feeling of acceleration and

movement , If you want to be the

first one to give them a try. go

where we're going on October

2nd-Pizza Time Theater

ARCADE OF THE MONTH
NEW YORK-\\'\Krv t-lse? This

is I he Space Station arcade,

located in New York City's Penn

Station, right below Madison

Sijuare Garden. Not only is the

sign on the arcade upside down,

bu( inside is a row of five Space

Invaders machines . , . upside

down and hanging from the ceil-

ing. Don'l a.sk us why. The only

problem is. our quarters keep

falling out of the slots. If you

have an unusual arcade in your

area, send us a pholo and we'l!

pay ynu $15 anil put it in Arcade

OfTheMonlh.

SOUND
FAMILIAR?
"A hearing was held yesterday

by the Aldermanic Committee

on Laws and Legislation on the

])roposed ordinance introduced

by Alderman Bent prohibiting

the admission of children under

Kiyearsofageio motion picture

shows unless accompanied by a

parent or guardian. At the

hearing Alderman Bent

explained his ordinance saying

that many of the shows were not

nm by 'fit persons' and that the

records of the children's courts

showed thai a great many
youngsters .stole in order to get

money to attend the places,"

Jnmmrif}lJ<XJ9

TlieNeu- York Times



7-ELEVEN 8 VIDEO GAMES PLAYER PRESENTS. .

.

THEVmSOOAMCW
^^^0 you think you're pretty

^^ good, eh? Well, Video

m^ Games Player is looking for

the masters on seven great arcade

games, old and new. If you are one

of the three best in the country on

any of these games, you will see

your name in VGP and receive a

terrific prize. All 21 of these great

champions will win a subscription

to Video Games Player. Then we
will have a special drawing. From

the 2 1 names, we are going to

choose three winners at random to

receive . .

.

First Prize:

The arcade game of

your choice!

Second Prize:

One thousand

quarters!

Third Prize:

A ColecoVision video

game system!

To enter, just go to any "-Eleven

store and choose your best game
from the ones listed at right. Give it

your best shot, and when the game
is over, ask the store clerk to verify

your score by store-stamping the

coupon on the next page. Then
send the coupon to us. We will

tabulate ail the scores, and if you
really whip one of these games, you

may get to put one in your home!

;; viimiijAMLsi'iAMiH



nipewuMWHOUP
WILL you BE THE WINNER?

CONTEST RULES

1 . This contest applies to the following

arcade games in 7-Eieven sttires: Ks. Pac-

Man, Donkey Kong, Joust, Defender, Ceiih

ipede, Galaga, Q'Bert.

2- The store stamp of the 7-Eleven store,

and the name of the employee on duly, must

clearly show on the enlr\' coupon. No pur-

chase is required at 7-Eleven, hul the game

must be scored and verified in a 7-Eleven

store.

3. No purchase of Video Games Player is

required to enter the contest, provided that

the contestant submits his score on a form

substantially identical to the one below.

4. Employees and franchisees of 7-Eleven.

the Southland Corporation. Carnegie Publi-

cations or any of its affiliates, and their fami-

lies are not eligible to participate.

5. Video Games Player reserves {he right to

verify any player's ability on a specific game,

via a proctored playing session with Greg

Wrohlewski, the 7-Eleven game manager.

6. There is no restriction on the number of

entries per contestant, as long as the entries

are submitted on the attached coupon or a

duplicate, and are store-stamped and veri-

fied.

7. Entries must be postmarked no later than

midnight, August 2Ist.

8. Winners will be reported in our Decem-

ber-January issue.

9. Offer valid only at participating 7-

Elevens.

1 0. Void where prohibited by law.

1 1 . Applicable taxes are the responsibility

of tlie winners.

ARCADfe
Mail this entry form to: World Champ. Video Games Player,

8S8 71 h Ave., New York. NY 10106.

Name of game-

Score achieved

7-Eleven Store Stamp (Employee to verify score listed above)

My name—
My address.

City.

G
State.

Phone NumberJ

Zip.



NEWPRODUCTS
POCKET COMPUTER ATARI TRAK-BALL

It used to be that computers

filled airplane hangars, but

Sharp's PC-1250 barely fills

your hand . h 's made for people

who know notliing about com-
puters and comes with a simple

instruction booklet prepared

by the New York Institute of

T&chnology. It's programmable

in extended BASIC and has

24K bytes of ROM including

1.7 bytes of user area. The
PC-1250 sells for $1 10 and you

can hook it up to a microcas-

sette recorder and printer for

$170. Sharp Elfidronirs, 10
Sharp Plaza, Paramus, New
Jersey 07652.

If they try to join you. beat

'em. Atari has finally come out

with accessory controllers for

the 2600 and'520(). This new
Trak-Ball {$80 for the 5200 and
$50 for the 2600) gives you

rapid 3fi0-degree control, per-

fect for games like Centiiwde

and Missile Command. Notice

the fire buttons on both sides

of the ball. Also from Atari—

the Proline Joystick for the

VCS only. Available in July for

$20. A mi ifyou can 'tfind their

add^rss, you're living in a

rave.

THREE WAYJOYSTICK
At last, a joystick for people

with three hands. The Wico

Three Way Deluxe Joystick is

innovative because it lets you
choose one of three inter-

changeable grips—a smooth
bat handle, a smooth grip han-

dle, or a grip with grooves for

fingers. The two fire buttons

operate independently. The
stick will set you back $45 and
It will fit your Atari VCS,
400/800, or Commodore com-
puter. Full year warranty- Five

foot cord. Helps you get a grip

on yourself. Wico Corp.. 6400
W. Gross Point Rd., Niles, IL

m48.

YOKE RECOGMmOM MODULE
Last year Mattel and Odyssey

gave us games that talked. This

year Milton Bradley is giving us

games we can talk to. With

their "Expander" and a Texas

Instruments 99/4A computer,

you can play a game of baseball

in which you say "first" and
the ball is thrown to first base.

The Expander includes a 64
position keypad, a joystick,

and a headset microphone.
More games are coming, too—
.S'/K/cp Bandit, Bigfool, Meteor

Hell and everybody's fave—
Setrermania. Milton Bradley,

-i-^.5 Shaker Rd.. East Long-
uwadinr. MA 0!02S.

IMTELUVISIOM
JOYSTICK

Disc pads got you down? Slap

these babies on your keypads

and yoii'\-e got an instant joy-

stick. All you've got to do is

stick a small Velcro pad
(included) on your disc and
another on the Control-Pole.

Sticks like magic! Then, if you

want to take the pole ot'f. you

have a soft pad to cushion your

thumb. Two Control-Poles sell

for $9.95 from; TVD Video

Products Co., P.O. Bo.r 240,

\\^'stCoviua, CAU1790.

JOYSTICK HOLDER

The problems with joysticks

are these; If they're big, you
can't just hold them in your

hands and if you rest them on a

labie they [dpple over. If

they're small, you harcU) hold

them in your hands and use

your slow-moving thumb for

the fire button. CBS Video

Games' Stick Stand gives the

Atari joystick a w-ider base so

you can rest the st ick on a table

and pound the fire button like

mad. It also comes with a

"Bozo-nose" joystick grip.

CBS Video Games, 41 Madison
Ave., Neu.j York, NY 10010.

St^cK
:^tan^

CUE Video Games

I'i VIDEO tiA'^EHPIMEK



SUPER ACTION CONTROLLERS

At first glance, you're not

sure if you should use these

things to play games or stamp

the prices on cans of soup. But

it doesn't take long to figure

out that Coleco has done it

again. Two SACs come pack-

aged with Contact Baseball

and can also be used for Con-

tact Football. That's an eight-

button keypad up top with

eight-position joystick and

speed roller to change the pace

of the game. The four triggers

are for four separate func-

tions, like hitting, running,

sliding, and entering the free

agent draft. It's amazing! Col-

eco, 945 Asylum Ave., Hart-

ford, CT06105-

INTELLIVISION/ATARI ADAPTER

If American and Russian

space ships can dock in space,

Atari and IntelMvision can

dock in your living room. Mat-

tel's new "System Changer"

plugs into the Intellivision II so

you can play Atari VCS com-

patible cartridges on it. It fea-

tures two difficulty switches,

color selector, joystick ports,

the works. The System
Changer will also fit the ori-

ginal Intellivision, with certain

factory adjustments. In this

crazy world, you can even play

your M Network games on it!

Mattel, 5150 Rosecrans Ave.,

Hawthorne, CA 90250.

DONKEY KONG JR.

We used to have a handheld

Doukeij Kong in the office

here, but we spent so much

lime playing it, we haven't

come out with an issue of the

magazine in ten months. Now
that Donkey Koiiy Jr. is here,

we don't know what 's going to

happen. Junior, believe it or

not, provides two play .screens

with different action occuring

simultaneously on each. And it

tells time tool Others in the

Nintendo library-jW(cA"fiy and

Donald, Oil Pnutr, Green-

house. Popeye, Snoopy Tennis

and Fire Attack, Nintendo.

4820-loOtb Ave., N.E., P.O. Bo.r

957. Redmond. WA 98052.

THE 30YB0ARD

This has to bo the most outra-

geous product of the year. Step

up on this number and you can

play video games with your

feet! The Joyboard looks like a

bathroom scale an<i plugs into

your Atari VCS controllerjack.

When you shift your weight

left, your screen character

moves left. When you shift

your weight right, it goes right.

It's available this month for

$49, including Moyid Maniac,

a skiing game. Surf's Up and

Ojf Voar Rocker will follow,

Our lives are now complete—

we can play video games while

we eat! Amiga Corp., 3S50

Scott Boulemml Bid. 7, Santa

Clara, CA 95051.

THE GRAND STAND

Kach year, thousands of

defenseless teenagers are

struck down by that dreaded

disoa.se... video game wrist.

But now, thanks to this prod-

uct, they can live to play one

more day. The Grand Stand sta-

bilizes your joystick at a com-

foriahlc 2f) inches off the floor

and reduces wrist and elbow

fatigue. II adapts to all the

major joy.sticks and sells for

§34,90 a.ssemhled and $22.95

in kit form. It also lifts and sep-

arates. So check it out if you

want to take the pain out of the

game. The Grand Stand Co.,

42S1 Bluebell Are.. Studio

City, CA 91604.
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Camera!

Action! \

Here Come the 1983SummerMovie Games
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Into the gunsight comes a pair of legs even Bo Derek would kill for. Through them,

you see a dapper figure in a tuxedo. He turns. The music swells. The figure w hirls into

action and when it's all over, he gets both the girl and the would-be killer.

pjames Bond. Agent 007? But of course, old man.

Another scene: On an ancient world run by magic as much as by science, Prince

Colwyn and Rell, the Cyclops, invade The Black Fortress, where dwells The Beast. But

before they can do battle with that powerful creature, they must first escape The

Widow in the Web.

One more scene: Han Solo, freed from his Empire Strikes Back captivity, fights

Darth Vader's legions for the sake of Princess Leia and her rebel forces. On sand-

speeders, they battle something named Jabba the Hut. And Luke Skywalker endures

trials-by-fire to finally become a Jedi Knight.
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StarTrekwasthefirstmVie/TV-

game. There have b""

at feast five video,

compoterganiesbasedon ...

"the series.

.

1
P
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You don't have togo to the ihealers to

experiencethese scenes. You'll probably

want to, bill you won't have to. Why''

They will all be coming to video games
this summer. And wllh the lessons of

past movie-game flops still stuck in

video game-makers minds, the summer
games are likely to be total killers.

They'd better— Parker Brottiers' SItir

Wars and James Band games. .Atari's

tentatively scheduled Krull and Coleco

and Sega's Tarpon and Buck Rogers

games have a mixed reputation to

uphold. Thke the first TV- movie-based

game; Star Trek. Not the one from Vec-

trex; the one from The Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

M.I.T isn't known for playing games.

The schools reputation is for producing

scientists, not science-fiction. Yet in

1962, a graduate student named Steve

Russell decided to take a relatively new
invention called the computer, and put

rockets and missiles and a sun on a

black-and-white monitor. On a room-

sized computer costing half-a-million

dollars, one of the first video games was
born.

Years passed. New generations of

M.I.T. undergrads handed down this

game to their successors. It was even-

tually called Spaccirnr. By 1970. when
(he TV show Star Drk was just leaving

the air, some inspired programmer
decided to give Spacciror the view from

the Rnlerprise bridge. He or she

changed the game so that the player saw

Klingons and Romulans ilirougli Captain

Kirk's eyes, as if you were looking out

through the main viewscreen of your

starship. Spacewar became Star Trek.

Xoiiody told William Shatner about it.

Or Leonard Nimoy. But in some forgot-

ten computer lab, the first TV-movie

video game was born.

Today, there are at least UveSfur Trek

video games out or forthcoming. There

are two dozen more movie-based games
available, and at least that many more

are scheduled for release by (he end of

the year. From virtually no such games
in 1981 tohatf-a-hundredout bytheend
of 19H3, it seems thai \ideo games have

gone to the movies.

It has definitely gotten out of hand,

Aftertliesiiccessofihe first few movie

games. Parkei's Empire Strikes Bark

and GCE's Star Trek, game manufac-

turers rushed to snatch up the rights to

every hit movie ever made We can see

why Mattel snajiped up the rights io

Tron, and Raiders of the lj>Ht Ark coulil

have been a terrific game... but

P'irkij'fi? Look for it this summer from

F'tix Video Gaines.

Inthebegitining...

The first rush of moviegames yielded

U.S. Games' T))wering Iitj'ermi. Tigervl-

sion's King Kong. Atari's E.T. and
Haiders, and .Mattel's Trtni Dt'udlg

Discs. All seemed promising, yel they

didn't pack that mo\'ie pinich. Raiders

particularly, with its crude graphics and

incoherent game play, took some of the

worst abuse and <lied a quick death.

The seciuid wave of moviegames,
which included Fox's Alien, Fantastic

Vcgoge and hea\'ily adverti.sed Meya
Ftnre, Data Age's Franken.stein's .Mon-

ster and Ihe second Tmn game, \ktze-a-

Tron, failed to produce any big hits

either.

Sometimes the problem was playabil-

ity. Sometimes the movie games just got

lost in the glut of games licensed from

comics. TV and arcade games. Often.

so VlDBJOAMFSPLArEE



"This summer

there are two new

James Bond

movies and a

videogame

cartridge from

Parlcer-James

Bond, Agent 007.
1/

there was a quosi ion of appropriateness

-what made Mega Force any different

from Defender, really? Why call Faiitas-

tic Voyage t\va\ and not, say, Micro Svr-

germ? In short . t here seemed to be only a

flimsy connection between the game

and the movie it was supposed to be

based on.

This summer, the moviegames have to

do better. How? By trying new kinds of

games. Science fiction games will still be

there— three new Reliini of the Jedi

games from Parker Brothers, Buck

Rogers games from Coleco and Sega,

Flush Gordon and War of the Worlds

from Fox. But so will other kinds of

games. Comedy, Horror, Western, Sword

and Sorcery and even video games

based on musicals are on their wa
But let's lake Ihescionc

fiction movies first.

In addition to Jedi Arena, Parker

Brothers also has Revenge of the Jedi I

and //. two games based more directly

on the new George Lucas space-fantasy.

The first is out already; the second

won't be out "til October. Like Empire,

the Revenge games will take action

scenes from the movie and let you con-

trol the action. We'll likely see the desert

battle of Luke and company (manning

sand-speeders) against the slug-like

Jabba t he Hut , as well as other scenes.

With Octopussy (starring Roger
Moore) and Never Say Never Again

(with original 007 Sean Connery) coming

out almost at once, we should all be in

"Bond-age" this summer. Parker
Brothers has licensed its James Bond,

Agent 007 game from MGMUA, the

maker of Octopussy. The company's not

exactly adapting that movie, but we will

get a typically Bondian show— it's a

shoot-'em-up search game where 007

must make it through perilous obstacles

after a world-threatening criminal.

There have been on-again, off-again

plans for a new Buck Rogers movie for

some time. Buck may finally hit the

screens this summer The four games

won't be based on the movie, though.

Sega's Seo'ets of Zadar and Cavey~ns of

Zagreb are licen.sed from the original

pulp-magazine character, and Coleco's

Planet of Zoom from the Sega arcade

game. Go figure.

Ffosh Gordon

Coleco's Thrzan won't be based on the

new Tttrzan movie Greystroke (T^rz's

real name, you know) either, but will be

a Pitfall-']sh game of the jungle lord

swinging around, dodging dangers and

picking up precious objects.

9 to 5 or Friday the 13th?

How do you turn a comedy into a video

game while keeping the movie's spirit

intact? Whimsy seems to play a big part

—a serious, straight-faced video game
based on a comic movie wouldn't do. In

Fox's .9-5, whimsy certainly plays a role:

You're a secretary who has to perform

daily chores and get coffee for the boss.

This may not carry on the anti-sexist

theme the movie tried

to put forth, but



^0^^
ins:
Hit one trigger and Mr. T throws a left

jab at Rocky's liead. Hit another

and he lays him out with a right cross."

Space Invaders, it's not. The same light

tone holds true for Sega's whimsical A ir-

planc and ^8 Mrs. Pav-Miin proved, of

course, that whimsical games can be

both fun and popular, and it ousted the

dead-serious Sjxicc Invaders from its

king-of-the-vi(leo game rhrone.

Can video games generate horror? It's

hard to say, since horror goes beyond

shocl< or even suspense. In such classic

horror-dramas as Tod Browning's Freaks

or the Lon Chaney, Sr. version of The

Hunchback ofNut re Dame, we saw parts

of ourselves we'd rather keep hidden.

Can Wizard Video Games' Halloween or

The Texas Chainsaw Massa.cre do the

same?

HaUoween seems pretty tame: You
have to divert a knife-wielding maniac
from slaughtering children, Texas
Chainmiv Massacre is a little better

gore-wise. It finds you as Leatherface,

oneofthe movie's demented murderers,

and has you chasing terrified victims

with a raging chainsaw. You have to kill

your prey before your chainsaw runs

out of fuel. The victims do come back,

however, to kick Leatherface in the

• '•-•^^••••:wk"s^$$

butt, which may herald a cry for zombie

lib.

Sega's upcoming /'rida;/ the 13th abso-

lutely wimps out, though. It's planned as

less a horror game than as a whimsical,

cartoonish one thai only takes the hor-

ror movie's title and will be about "the

nasty things that can happen to a person

on Friday the 13th." It's scheduled for

October release, though, to tie in with

Halloween. From the sound of it, April

Fool's Day might have been better.

Other kinds of movies .should translate

more ea.sily in the new games about to

come out. A Western, such as 20th Cen-

tury-Fox's Butch Cassidy and the Sun-
dmice Kid movie, is seemingly tailored

for adaptation as a video shoot-'em-up,

(Fox Video Games, of course, is doing it.)

Sportsmovie games, such as Colecos

Rocky Battles the Champ and Rocky
Super-Action Bo.ringand Data Age'sMr.

Tare on the way too.

iJ VinEOUA.\fESPUyER



"Can you turn a

comedy into a video

gome? Fox will

try it with Porky's

and 9 to S, but

Sega has decided

against malcing

Airplane III—

The Game."

Upcoming swordanci-sorcery games

iCo\eco'sSwordand the Sorcerer, Seg&'s

Dragonslaijfr. Atari's tentatively

scheduled Knill) piomise to be worth-

while, with the lessons of Raiders and

other fl(tp?^ contributing to good game

play. Sega 'sMaraf/i07(MH«, based on the

Dustin Hoffman- Laurence Olivier sus-

pense-thriller, was, in fact, shelved

because early versions couldn't pass the

company playability requirements.

While play value will almost undoubt-

l^::S:yw*w

ediy be higher in these new movie-based

games than many of those in the past,

will they be much different from the

scores of video games already here?

What, if anything, will distinguish them

as movie games? Coleco's WUard oJOz.

for example, takes its name from the

classic musical starring Judy Garland.

Yet it appears to be just another video

obstacle course-get Dorothy and her

friends to the Emerald City while

avoiding Monkey Men and the Wicked

NAME
THESE

MOVIE

SSi^5SSS3SH3SSK^3^SSgS^Sg5ggSKSS^5S=5S5S5^^^^5555^?S?5S"

Witch of the West.

It's important to remember that mov-
ies adapted from books have always had

to face the criticism that, "the book was

belter." Often, the book wasn't better,

just different, A book and a movie are

two different media and do their jobs

differently. A videogame and a movie

are equally different.

Yet a movie based on a book almost

invariably carries the spirit of the ori-

ginal work— or else, why bother to pay

for the rights to it? "One of the rea.sons

to adapt a movie is that the title is

already well-known," says Jerry

Nieves, vice-president of Wizard. "Half

the publicity is already there and you

haveaniJTiageofthegame. But if you're

adapting a movie, the movie has to gen-

eratethe game play-you don't come up

with a game first and then tack the name

on. Texas Chainsau- Massacre was a

controversial movie— why shouldn't it

be a controversial game?"

Nieves' feelings may well be echoed

by video game manufacturers seeking to

lure increasingly sophisticated fans.

There have been instances in the movies

and TV-the mini-series /?icft Man, Poor

Man comes immediately to mind-
where the adaptation was arguably be(-

fer- than the source.

How faithful a movie-based video

game can ultimately be is another ques-

tion. When a company calling itself

Games People Play can promise a video

game based on the breakthrough porn

flick Deep Throat, you do have to won-

der how satisfying a video game can pos-

sibly be.



WHAT'S INSTORE FORYOU?
ACTIVISION

Enduro, Plaqiu^ Aitiick, Robo-

tank (VCS). Happy Trails (IN).

400/800 games in a few mon-
ths.

AMIGA
Surf's Up, Off Your Rocker

(VCS).

ATARI

Dig Dug, Kangaroo. Jungle

Hunt, Tennis, Soccer (VCS and

5200). Pole Position, Space

Dungeon, Vanguard. Counter-

measure (5200). Oscar's Trash

Race, Cookie Monster Crunch,

Alpha Beam, Grover's Music

Maker. Big Bird Egg Catch

(VCS). Games based on Mickey

Mouse, Donald Duck, Dumbo
and Goofy this summer.

AVALONHIU
V.C, Empire of the Overmind,

Alien (Apple Disk). Controller,

Voyager, G.F.S. Sorceress

(Apple Ca.ssette).

BRODERBUND
Questron. Li.'dc Runner. Gum-
ball (Apple). Operation Whirl-

wind, Matchboxes (400/800).

CBS
Wings, Tunnel Runner (VCS,

IN). Blueprint. Solar Fox,

Domino Man, Satan s Hollow to

come. Boulders and Bombs,
Mountain King (400/800).

COLECO
Turbo, Time Pilot. Looping.

Pepper II, Donkey Kong Jr..

Smurf Rescue, Tarzan (VCS.

IN, COL). Wild Western. Mr
Do, Papa Smurf (VCS, COL).

Frenzy, Mouse TYap, Lady Bug,

Venture (IN, COL). Space
Panic, Victory, Gorf, Buck
Rogers. Wizard of Wor Subroc.

Satan's Hollow, TacScan.
Slither, Destruction Derby.

Dracula, Wizard of Oz. Tunnels

and Trolls, Sword and Sor-

cerer, Ken Uston Blackjack/

Poker, Skiing. Super Aclion

Baseball, Football, Boxing,

Omega Race (COLl. Berenstain

Bears (GEM).

COMMAYID
Cakewalk. Stronghold, Rush

Hour (VCS).

Si VH^O GAMESPUYES

CREATIVE SOFTWARE
Rat Hotel, Moondusi, Pipe.s

(VIC). Astroblitz, Trashman,

Save New York. Moondust(64),

DATA AGE
Mr. Bill's Neighborhood, Smok-

ey the Bear, .MetaniorphosLs

(tentative title) (VCS).

DATASOFT
Zaxxon. Moon Shuttle

(400/800. Apple, TRS-Sl)), Dal-

las, Return of the Dragon. Fists

of Fury, Heathcliff. Tbp Ca(,

Banjo the Woodpile Cat to

come.

DATAMOST
Vortex, Roundabout, Aztec

(400/800, IBM, 64). Tubewav
(IBM. H4). Wiz & Roo (400/800).

Killer Klams, Space Spikes

(Apple).

EPYX
Hellfire Warrior, Jumpman
(400/800). Jabbertalky. New
World (Apple, TRS-80). Richo-

chet(VIC).

FIRST STAR
Astrochase [Api)k'. VIC). Rock

Rider. Squish, Panic Button.

Dangerous Cargo. Top Secret,

Metamorphosis to come.

FOX
Mash, Meltdown, 9-5, Fall Guy,

Porky's (VCS. COL. IN,

400/800, VIC, TI). Voyage to

the Botlom of the Sea. Butch

Cassidy and the Suntiance Kid

(VCS, 400/800). Alligator Peo-

ple (VCS).

GCE
Spike, Heads Up, Web Wars,

Fortress of Narzod, Sock It,

Flip Out, Bedlam, Power Trip

(VEC),

GREAT GAME COMPANY
Family Feud, The Price is

Right, Password, The Joker's

Wild, Tic Tdc Dough, Wheel of

Fortune, Jeopardy.

HES
Aggressor, Shamus, Protector,

Queen's Bedroom, Robot
Panic, Pirate's Peril, Gridrun-

.ner(VIC,64).

IMAGIC
Ice Trek, Dracula, Tropical

Troubles, White Water, Safe-

cracker, Ti'uckin' (IN). Escape

From Argos, Sky Patrol (VCS).

Games for ColecoVision and

Texas Instruments in August.

INFOCOM
Witness (400/800. Apple, IBM,

64, TRS-80).

INSOFT
Mvstrix (IBM).

MAHEL
BurgerTime, Mission X, Mystic

Castle, Winter Olympics, Buzz

Bombers, Loco Motion. Vec

tron, Arctic Squares (IN)

BurgerTime. Loco Motion

Golden Skull, Star Strike, Com
puter Revenge, Winter Olymp
ics, Rocky and Bullwinkle

Kool Aid, Scooby Doo Maze
Masters of Universe (VCS)

BurgerTime, Night Stalker

Space Battle, Heavy Artillery

(Apple, IBM),

PARKER BROTHERS
Strawberry Shortcake, Sky
Skipper, Incredible Hulk
(VCS). James Bond (VCS, IN).

Lord of thp liings (VCS, IN,

5200). Q'Bert. Tutankham,
Super Cobra, Po[>t*ve, Frogger

(VCS, IN. COL. .-,200),

PENGUIN
Pie Man, Crime Wave, Spy's

Demise, Transylvania. Thun-

derbombs (Apple).

ROKLAN
Lifespan, Eyes, Rockball, Da'

Fuzz. Middle of the Road
Lizard, Anti-Sub Patrol. Ca.stle

Hassle (400/800 cartridges).

SEGA
star Ti-ek: The Wrath of Khan,

Star Trek; In Search of Spock,

Dragonslayer, Mission Impcissi-

ble, War of the Worlds. Friday

the I3th. Buck Rogers: Secrets

of Zadar, Caverns of Zagreb,

Marathon of Zenda (VCS),

SCHOUSTIC
Microzine. Square Pairs. Turtle

Tracks. Electronic Birthday

(Apple, 400/800. TI, VIC).

SIRIU5

Squish 'Em (VCS, COL), Tur-

moil (COL), Repton, Blade of

Blackpoolc, Critical Mass,

Type Attack, Snake Byte, Spi-

der City, Squish 'em. Final

Orbit. Alpha Shields, Turmoil

(64). Flip Out, Wavy Navy. Spi-

der City. Alpha Shield. Burger

Bash, Type Attack (400/800).

Spider City, PIa.smania, Final

Orbit, Bur«<TRa,sh(\'lC),

SPECTRAViSION

Galactic Tactic, Master Builder,

Mangia(VCS).

STAR PATH

Three games to come: a .sports

game, a party game, and "one

that has rabbits in it."

SYNAPSE
Astro Patrol, Fort Apocalypse,

(iridworld, Drelbs, Slamball,

Pharaoh's Curse, Harrier (VIC,

(i4).

SYNERGISTIC
Microbe, Bolo, Adventure to

Atlantis (Apple).

TELESYS

Bouncing Baby Bunnies (VCS),

Fast Food, Ramil(VK',C)4).

THORN EMI

River Rescue, Mutant Herd,

Save the Seven Seas, Ore
Attack, Hockey (400/800). Sub
Commander, River Rescue(TI).

Sub Commander. Fourth
Encounter (VIC).

TIGERVISION
Polaris (VCS).

TRONIX
Deadly Skies, Gold Fever!,

Scorpion (VIC).

ZIMAG
I Want My Mommy, Tanks But

No Tinks, Bailout, Caverns of

Or, Dishaster, Cosmic Corridor

(VCS), River Rat, Collision

Course, Nineball, Cat-Nap
(40t)/800).

VCS = Arori VCS, IN = ln)ellivision,

5200 = Atot; 5200, 400/800 = Atori 400
Of 800 cofnpulef, COl = CoiecoVlsion,

G£M = Coleco Gemini, VIC = Com-
modore VIC-20, 64 = Commcdore 6A,

Apple = Apple II, TRS-80-Rod.o Shack
TRS-80, TI = Texas Instrumenrs TI 99/4A,

VeC = Vectfej<, IBM = IBM computer.
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SWAP SHOP
I just bought an Atari 52tH), so I'm selling

these VCScartridges: Venture, Haunted

House. Basketball. Bowlinj;. Circus

Atari Stampede, Trick Shot Space

Invaders, Pac-Man, Asteroids, Home
Run. Street Racer. Adventure, and

Air/Sea Battle Willing to swap for .>20(l

games or cash okay too. Make mc an

offer. Brian Tillon, t,212 Lena Dr.,

LaPalma,CA 90623.

I'm looking for Intellivision Intellivnice

games in exchange for my Micro Sur-

geon and Dragon Fire by Imagic, Kris

Johnson, 607T Holliday Blvd., Salt Ukc
City, Utah 84121.

Want to get rid of my Air/Sea Battle,

Surround, and Space War Make me an

offer I cant refuse Also, if you're will-

ing to sell your ColccoVision for around

E $150, get in touch, James R, Casey II,

"S 8040 S.W. 196 Terr. Miami, Florida

f 33189.

i For Sale-Atari VCS 2600, $80 or best

I offer. Jay Bullbear. P.O.Box 133.

I Hominy, OK 74035.

Intellivision owners! Want lu buy my
used Star Strike or Astrosmash
cartridge? $15 each. Joseph Ringler,

2415 Paris N.E., Grand Rapids, MI49505

Selling used cartridges. Combat (S-i),

IVtrget Fun IS5). Haunted House ($15),

Indy 500 with nHilntllcTs ($1')), and

Video Olympics (S8). Write to Cher,

Lapeza, 1202 Camellia Dr. , Cordei, Geor-

gia 310 15.

I wouldn't mind getting rid ofsome of my
cartridges. If you pay mo S7 for Golf. S 18

for E.T., $15 for Swordqnest. Sin for

Donkey Kong, SIO for Warlords. S7 for

Laser Blast or make me an offer. I'm

also interested in gelling the Speciravi-

sionjoystick ifyou wani to make a swap.

All the cartridges are for the VCS,

Tbmmy Clarke, 3 Carmen Circle, Med-

field, MA 02052,

I have an Atari VCS to sell for $60. Also

some cartridges: Defender, Pitfall,

Space Invaders, Asteroids. Missile

Command. Star Voyager. Make offer

for the garner. John Robhins, 806 S W.

Bell, Des Moines, Iowa 50315,

Got 812? I'll ^ve you Pac-Man. Aste-

roids, Stellar Track for it Bill Dibble,

8nK7lh.Ave. Trov, NY 12182.

For sale, Odyssey- with games. K.C.

Munchkin, UFO. Alien Invaders,

Bowling. Basketball. Breakdown/
Blackout and Football. Best offer Sean

Gepner, .5717 Greenbriar Dr., West

Bloomfield, MI,

Star Raiders for the 2600 for sale for

$15. It's a steal. Deity Winfrey, H15

Nashua Rd,, Liberty, MO 64068.

I'll give you my Donkey Kong [for iho

Atari) if you give me your Vanguard '^r

River Raid Also for sale-Maze Cra7.e

and Megamania $5-S10, Jerry Zeiko,

2106 W. 120 Street. Leawood, Kansas

66209.

For $15 you can have my Intellivision

games Star Strike. Boxing, or U.S. Ski

fcam Skiing. Tmy West, 61 16 fiOO West,

Oak Harbor. Washington 98277.

Does anybody out there have cord

extendeni for ihe Alan 2600 controller'.'

Please write to me. MikeDevereaux, 720

Glacier Rd.. Pewaukee, Wisconsin

53072,

I will trade you my Atari Defender if you

^ve me either Fox's Turmoil or Spec-

travision'sNexar. Charles M- Price, 1405

Johnson Ave. , Sleding, Illinois 6 1 081

.

You give me your Intellivision Auto Rac-

ing and I'll give you my Space Armada
Alexander J. Bailev. 5,304 38th St Apt.

A, Lubbock. TX 79414.

Computer game fans! I am looking to get

some of the new ones from Synapse, I'll

trade you my Protector (Synapse). Ttm-

pte of Apshai (Bpyx), and Rescue at

Rigel (Epyx). Write to John Fntz, 30

Skillman Ave., .lenjey City. New Jerecy

07306.

Just got a new ColecoVision and am look-

ing to purchase cartridges. Let me know

what you're lookmg lo give up and I'll

make you an offer. .Andrew Champion.

3832 Southwestern, Houston, 'Texas

77(H)5-

Wani to buy my Pac-frtan, F^rthworld,

Surround, Stampede. Venture or Ber-

zerk cans, all for the Atari VCS? Make

me an offer. Will accept money or games

and am also interested in getting the

Atati Trak-ball aiid Spectravision Quick

Shot joystick. Glen Apgar. in40Cartaret

Rd., Bndgewaler, New Jersey 08807,

For trade-Space Armada, Astro-

smash and Triple Action for Intellivi-

sion in exchange forlton Deadly Discs

or Intellivoice and Intellivoice games. !

also want lo sell my Star Strike to (he

highest bidder Mike Novak, 771.5 Ea-st

TS. Ave., Scotts, Michigan 49088,

Wanted! Used video game cartridges for

Atari VCS, We buy. We sell. You must

send a self-addressed, stamped envelope

to receive our buying and selling price

list. Forest Hills Used Video Game
Cartridges. Dept. 14, 63-56 108th .Si.,

Forest Hills, NY 13375, Largest dealer of

used cartridges in the U,S, More than 60

titles in stock at all limes.

77?,^ S^vap Shop is a free (no

catches, no strings attached,

no ripoffs) service to our
readers. Do you have some old

games or equipment you're

tiredopDo you wani lo make a
swap? Or maybe you just want
to get in touch with thousands

of other gamers? The Sump
Shop isfor you. Send your ad,

along with your name and
address to: Swap Shop, Video

Games Player, Carnegie Publi-

cations, 888 7th Ave., New
York, NY 10106. We will print

as many ads asfit the page. We
accept no responsibility after

an ad is published.
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VHiich player is
heading forvictory?

Better find out. Here comes Centipede "fromAtaii.

Look out. Centipede's escaping- from the ar-

cade. Grabbing every great arcade feature it

can. And it's only from Atari, for use with the

ATARI" 2600.'" Sears Video Arcade+ systems.

and the ATARI 5200'" SuperSystem.
There's the same relentless attack of centi-

pedes, scorpions, fleas, and spiders. A mush-

room g-arden. Changing screen colors with

each new centipede. And each new one gets

faster. So points get tougher.

And if it's points you want, you can get lO

times more by shooting for the head. Like the

player on the right. He's about to hit

the head for 100 points. But the

player on the left is about to hit a

body segment for a measly 10

points, A cheap shot-

So don't let Centipede get AXA Dl'
away. That wouldn't be using #\|ir\l\l
your head. a WBrnerCommuriicationa company

ead. Like the
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{FOR LESS THAN $90J By Martin Bass

ou love your Atari VCS, but want a computer too. A
solution is at hand. At least four companies have

announced that they're going to be making a keyboard

attachment to turn your Atari 2600 video game system

into a home computer And get this: They're selling for as

little as $90.

ATARI: ''MY FIRST
COMPUTER "

Let's talk first about Atari's entry into

the field-The Atari 2600 Computer. It

won't be out until September, but from

what we know now , it may be worth wait-

ing for.

The unit consists of a keyboard with a

built-in microprocessor. Installation is a

snap. You simply plug the keyboard
attachment into the slot where you now
insert game cartridges. And you don't

ever have to remove it if you don't want

to. (The keyboard has a slot where you

can plug in game cartridges.) After you

install the attachment, you have a

machine that does everything your VCS
has always done— namely, play video

games—and is a powerful computer as

well.

You might be saying- Big deal. Why do 1

need a computer? Well, maybe you don't.

But Atari is also bringing out a new line of

game cariridges that will play onty

through the computer attachment. These

new games will be more sophisticated

(better graphics, more screens) than the

ones you're presently playing on your

VCS. And youTl also have a full-function

computer at your call when and if you

decide you need it.

A computer this powerful just five

years ago would have cost as much as

$1000. Today, for less than $100. your

video game machine becomes an 8K RAM
computer with an 8K built-in Microsoft

BASIC. It will be able to maintain your

Christmas card list, catalog your tapes,

games, or records, help you learn typing

and speed reading, and enable you to

create pictures and music.

One of the great thrills with a computer
is when you program your first game.

Don't expect to sit down the first week
and create another DrjJiA'Pi/ ifoH^. That 's a

i^eri/ complicated program. But if you fol-

low the instruction manual carefully and

spend a few hours a week practicing pro-

gramming, you'll soon be able to write

Pong-ty^e games. The next step is games
\ike Breakout. After that, you're limited

only by the capabilities of your computer

and your imagination.

You write your games or other programs

by typing out the list of instructions on the

keyboard. To save the program, you use

an ordinary cassette tape recorder which

you've connected to the computer with a

cablesupplied by Atari. Later, if you want

to make some change in the program , or if

you want to run it as is, you simply play

the tape containing the program and it

gets loaded into the computer's memory.

You then type the word RUN and the pro-

gram runs.

Some more details on My First Com-
puter: It will be an incredible graphics

machine, with 128 colors. There will be 16

basic colors, each uf which can be dis-

played in eight different shades. (The

Atari 400 and 800 computers can display

256 colors.) For graphics, ther^ is no
machine in the price range that comes

close.

The SK RAM memory that comes with

the machine is expandable up to 32K, so if

you get heavily into computing and need

more memory, the option is there to add

it. Again, if you gel heavily into comput-

ing, you "11 find cassette tape a rather slow

way to save and load programs. Either

floppy disks or wafer tapes will be offered

2S Vnm)GA»ESPLM'ER



Atari's "My first Computer" plugs right into the VCS cartridge slot

and mokes the machine on 8K RAM [expandable to 32K) computer
with built-in Microsoft BASIC and 1 28 colors.

as an altornativc nu'lhiKJ uf program
storage. A low cost printer will be availa-

ble as woll.

It's interesting lo wonder liow Iniagit,

Activision. and other companies will

resp(tnd to the ii[)gradef! VCS, Once their

engineers figure out all the new circuitry

in the keyboard converter, they'll be just

a.s capable as Atari of creating new hnes

of super-games for tlie super \'CS.

How will the marl<et change? Will new
games he released in t wo versions'' Or will

so many people ujigrade their VCS to a

2ti()n Ccmipuier thai present-style VCS
games will no longer be manufactured?

ENTEX PIGGYB ACK

A company called Entex is also bringing

out a computer add-on for the VCS, called

the Piggyha<k. The name is slightly mis-

leading because, unlike the Atari add-on,
the unit doe.s „i,( rest on top of the \'CS.

lis connected by means of an '"umbilical

cord" and actually sits in front of the

game machine.

The most striking feature of the Piggy-

back is its superb keyboard, which has a

professional look and a lovely touch.
(Atari's keys are made of elasiometric

rubber and more closely resemble the
keys of a calculator than those of a type-

writ er.)

The Piggyback has less memorj- than
the Atari (;3K vs. 8K). its built-in BASIC
language is somewhat restricted, and ii

cannot use a tape recorder to load and
sa\'e programs. However, an expansion

module takes care of all these limitations.

It adds 1()K of RAM, extends the BASIC
and adds cussette capabilities. Like the
Atari, the Entex will have a broad range
of software for home management and
for education, supplied in the form of

snap-in cartridges.

Cnfortinialeh', the graphics of the Pig-

gyback don't nearly approach those of the
Atari. If you think of the video screen as a
piece of gra[)h i}aper. t he Enl ex consists of
only ol2 squares, while the Atari consists

of 30,720 squares. Obviously the Entex
can produce only block-style graphics,

while the Atari has enough pixels
(squares) to render images with consider-

able detail.

The Entex has 16 graphic characters-
lines, bars, boxes and so forth, Bv combin-

»



Enfex Piggyback Unifronics fxpander

ing these creatively, it's possible to get

some interesting effects. However, the

characters weren't really meant for doing

computer art. They're most useful for

constructing bar charts and other types of

graphs.

The Entex will cost $ 1 30 and the expan-

sion module S60. The system can be

further expanded with additional mpm-
ory, a printer and a modem.

VNITRONICS EXPANDER

The third company offering a VCS
expander is Unitronics. and its product,

appropriately enough, is The Expander

Unfortunately, as we went to press, the

company was engaged in an extensive re-

design of its unit, so we can"t offer you

very many details.

What we know is this: There are really

two products— the Expander and the

Keyboard. The Expander is something

hke the Arcadia Supercharger It's a cas-

sette deck which sits atop the VCS, and it

contains chips which expand the memory
of the VCS to 16K.

VCS cartridges played through the

Expander play just as they've always

played, but games specifically designed

for the Expander can take advantage of

the additional memory to produce strik-

ing graphics and enhanced game play. The
games are supplied on cassette tape. Cas-

settes cost much less than cartridges.

To turn the Expander into a computer,

you plug in the Keyboard. When you pur-

chase the Keyboard, you also get a cas-

sette tape which contains the BASIC pro-

gramming language. We're unable to say

"Don't give your

Atari away yet. Now
It can catalogue

your record albums

and teach you to

type or speed read."

right now how this version of BASIC com-

pares to Atari's and Entex 's.

SPECTRAViSION

C OMPUMAT E

Here are a few details about Spectravi-

sion's entry into the market of VCS com-

puter converters. The CompuMate has a

flat keyboard, which means you can't

press down the keys. You "type" by sim-

ply touchingthe keys. It's hardly the ideal

keyboard.

A nice feature is single touch entry of

BASIC keywords. Above the "P" key is

the word PRINT. Above the
'

"L" key is the

word LIST. You simply touch the key and

the entire BASIC keyword is printed out

on the screen.

Many of the keys have musical symbols

on them, since the unit has a built-in

music composer program . The system also

comes with a built-in Magic Easel program

for drawing pictures with a joystick.

There are eight colors plus black and
white. Suggested retail on CompuMate is

$99.95.

HEAV Y COMPET ITION

So it's shaping up to be a four-way con-

test, and you, the consumer, can only

benefit from the competition. For one

thing, it means that prices will probably

drop. It also means that you have to do

some careful comparison shopping to

decide which of these products best suits

your needs.

Actually, your choice is somewhat
wider than just Atari, Entex, Unitronics,

and Spectravision. A number of other

computers sell in the same price range.

There's the Timex/Sinclair 1000, which

startled the world last year when it came
to market at $99. The Timex is presently

being sold for as little as $40. Unfortu-

nately, it has a tiny keyboard which will

cramp up your fingers, a tiny RAMof 2K,

and nu sound or color

The Texas Instruments 99/2 sells for

$99. If you didn't own a VCS and were

looking for a good finst computer, this

would be a fine choice. But it's more
expensive than Atari's keyboard enhan-

cer and it has no sound or color

For many people, the real competition

to the Atari add-on is the Commodore
VIC-20. More than a million of these com-

puters have been sold, and right now the

product is very hot. I'm not recommend-

ing one computer over the other, but I'm

suggesting a very careful comparison. If

the price of the VIC-20 should drop to

$100 or so, then it merits your consider-

ation. The VIC-20 has only a 5K RAM com-

pared with Atari's 8K, but it has a type-

writer keyboard that many people will

find more comfortable. There are trade-

offs here. You'll have access to a huge

library of VIC software, but you won't be

able to play Atari's new line of cartridges

for the expanded VCS.

All these goodies will be making them-

selves known to you through massive

advertising campaigns. Advertising is

okay, but your best strategy is to get

hands-on experience with the products,

which will be widely distributed in

department stores, toy stores, and chain

stores.

So, if you love your VCS but want a

computer too, a solution is now at hand.

Whatever you choose, good luck with

your first computer. D

S) VID&t GAMES PLATER



CREATIVE SOFTWARE
- the # 1 * independent VIC-20 full-line software
publisher in the U.S. - is proud to onnounce

4 new Gome Cortridges 5 Home Applicotions
'OMMODORE 64.

ICREATIVE
~t «U-1»TU/A DC

AOAME ON CARTIUDW FOR THECOMMODOUM~

CREATIVE
^iCr\CTUL/AUC

fMMMn

A SAME OH CAKTRIDai FOR THE COMMODORE 64'

SAVE Mp\r YORK

,^m^ ioytlkk controllw i«qult«^ . Joyitkk oofttrollcr i«4|ulr«d.

I CREATIVE'^ <~OFTWARt

msem

ASiROSUlZ
A GAME ON CARTIUIMaE FOK THE COMMODORE 64 '

Joyukh controller r«^ulr*d.

I CPEATIve

Ncsans-

A GAME OH CARTRUMK FOR TW COMMOOOM 64 -

THIS GAME IS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE VlC-90. THIS GAME IS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE VIC-20

f^m^ Jojrttkk controtlw r«qulr*d.

HomEmuEiiniRv
A HOMiWVCAWN raoOAiMj

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE

A Divrsion ol ASCI Irv:

930 East Caribbean Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

•Based on survey of distributors and retailers.

Copyright 1983 by Creative Software All rights resen/ed.

-VIC-20;' "COMMODORE" and COMMODORE 64"

are trademarics of COMMODORE ELEaRONICS, LTD.

These Home Appli-

cation Programs

are also available

for the VIC-20.



THEHOTLINE
As we go to pressi PARKER BROTHERS has the first option to make MAD PLANETS into
a home video game. . .K-TEL, the company that gave us such great records as "Fifty
Greatest Polka Hits," is entering the video game tusiness...A game based on the
rock group DEVO is on the way. . .ASTRO CHASE is coming for the Atari VCS from
FIRST STAR SOFTWARE .. .There will be less cubes in the home version of Q*BERT
than there are in the arcade game... The best-selling COLECO games are, in order,
ZAXXON, SMURF, LADY BUG and GARNI VAL. . .1 . 3 million COLECOVISIONS sold so far...
TELESYS has nixed BOUNCING BABY BUNNIES, but keep an eye out for it from another
company--it' s terrific!

SINISTAR and MAD PLANETS were the hits of the otherwise uneventful AGE show re-
cently. GYRUSS was pretty good too, and the music was written by BACH. . .Sega'

s

CONGO BONGO will be a Sega home game by the end of the year .. .Williams is coming
out with SPLAT, a supercute two-player FOUR JOYSTICK GAME in which you throw pies
around. Is food throwing this year's trend? .. .Williams is also rumored to be on
the verge of a full-line licensing deal with ATARI, who did a credible job with
their DEFENDER .. .Arcade games to tryi COSMIC CHASM, WACKO, KOZMIK KR002ER , ROCKET
RACER, BUBBLES, and ZOO KEEPER, Arcade games to stay away fromi MARIO BROS.,
RUG RATS. MAPPY, and JOURNEY.

Everybody's talking LASERDISK. By the end of the summer, these photographic-
quality games will be upon us. Playing a video game will be like watching a
movie, except you also have a part in it! Every major video game company is
working on them and they'll hit the arcades first. Cinematronics' DRAGON'S LAIR
will put you in 1,000 life or death cartoon situations. The animation cost TWO
MILLION DOLLARS and COLECO purchased the rights to home games. Laser Disk Com-
puter Systems will put their first game, EON AND THE TIME TUNNEL, in arcades in
August. They have solved the problem of joystick delay by using two laserdisks
at the same time. The BAD NEWS is that it will cost us at least FIFTY' CENTS to
play the games. MATTEL is rumored to be coming out with home laserdisk games by
the end of the year.

PREDICTIONS: By the end of the summer, the ATARI 400 computer will cost $99. The
APPLE II will cost $600. The ATARI 800 will cost $300. Ma Bell (The Telephone
Company) will enter the video game business. IBM will come out with a $600 com-
puter called THE PEANUT. These and other startling possibilities were revealed
at a conference held by THE YANKEE GROUP, a Boston-based research facility.

MORE PREDICTIONS! IMAGIC will begin licensing game titles. There will be a game
for the COMMODORE 64 (the most inexpensive powerful computer in the world) that
will be a THREE DIMENSIONAL version of SCRAMBLE. THE PINK PANTHER, which was
supposed to be coming from U.S. GAMES, will be picked up by PARKER BROTHERS. There
will be a Sneak Preview-type vidgame show. Let's see how right or wrong we are.

What's better for you than PAC-MAN vitamins? Pac-Man breakfast cereal (General
Mills) and DONKEY KONG cereal (Ralston Purina) are coming. Donkey Kong reportedly
looks like barrels and tastes like CAP'N CRUNCH .. .Video game promotionsj IMAGIC
is giving away a free ZIRCON JOYSTICK if you buy NO ESCAPE, their latest VCS game.
The deal runs until DECEMBER 31 . • -ACTIVISION has three contests going. If you
match puzzle pieces for HAPPY TRAILS, you may win $5,000, $1,000, $100 or a BELT
BUCKLE. For KEYSTONE KAPERS, they have the first RUB-AND-WIN contest. If you rub
out three Krooks in a row, you can win anything from a $5,000 Savings Bond to a
BEACH BALL. Your chances are 1 IN 231, which ain't bad. Even if you don't win,
you'll get a rebate on one of five Activision "MYSTERY GAMES." They also have a
$75,000 ENDURO "Race-For-Riches" Sweepstakes.

FOR EVEN MORE UP-TO-THE-MINUTE INFO...

Call theVideo Game Hotline (212) 581- 8267
a? VIDEO GAMESlUyER
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"Coming
soon for

Intellivision"

Tutankham, the video game where you race through a pyramid to find Tut's treasure

The game where you're attacked by the fiendish guardiansof the tomb. And you fight

back with your laser guns. You capture the keys to the treasure room and then the

treasure is yours. All the action of the hit arcade game is coming to your Atari® or Sears*

'home video system. From Parker Brothers, of course

iB4RKERBROTHERS the onesto beat
e 1933 p,,to,B,o.he'iBPverivMfl 01915 TuTflNKHiWMmEQraphmt 1932 Konam.lnduSlrvCO.UdTUlANKHAM.satfjdeniarL of KoriamilnajilryCo A

^w^jwmr^^^^^^^^^^^M^^ "-^



Are\buAComputer Nerd?
64K internal RAM memory CPU
with 16-bit 8088 microprocessor.

Extensive software available

soon.

High resolution Coke bottle moni-

tor

Input/Output ports

Ring around the collar

Pressure sensitive keyboard with

full alphabetic, numeric, graphic

and control function keys

Flood pants with obUgatory white

socks

Sleek styling to withstand years of

usage

Herman Munster shoes

Hi! Gee, I'd love to accept those

free tickets to the Rolling Stones

concert tonight, but I have to

download several CompuServe

files. Are you sure that's an RS-

232-C interface? What's your

operating system? CP/M? I think

that CP/M is too kludgy, so Pm
writing my own. ProblemvS? Last

night I was up until six A.M.

debugging. When my roommate

plugged in Mr Coffee, it crashed

the system. Now I'm looking for

my own place. Well, it's been nice

chatting, but Pve got to go renum-

ber my GOSUBS.

Nerd-Pak"^" Printer; underlining,

12 colors, quiet and efficient

operation for word processing.

Print quaUty: illegible

Wrist disk drive

Moo Shu Pork Peripheral with Li-

Chee nuts
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The game that puts space games in

perspective. Zaxxon ", one ot the most
popular arcade games of 1 982, is now avail

able for use with your home computer

system.

Zaxxon " technology and creativity present

a 3-dimenstonal-1ike playfield which sets

Zaxxon '" apart from other computer games

Zaxxon " looks and sounds like aircraft

flight, and players can soar to new levels ot

home computer entertainment. From the

danng attack on the enemy's floating for-

tress and the blazing battle against the en-

emy's fighter fleet to the final showdown with

the deadly armored robot. Zaxxon " chal-

lenges the skill and imagination of every

player at every level of skill.

Imagine yourself the pilot, attacking the

enemy lortress- climbing, diving, strafing to

score points and extra fuel. The enemy
fights back with a barrage of missiles and
gunfire Then you face a fleet of enemy fight-

ers in a gripping dogfight of altitude strategy

and flying skill. Survive this battle and the

enemy's fortress, defended with laser bar-

ners. then you've earned the ultimate chal-

lenge; a blazing confrontation with the pow-

erful robot, armed with a lethal homing

missile.

Zaxxon " is the one game that you must see

to believe. You have to play it to feel its im-

pact. If you're ready to face the challenge,

check with your local software dealer or

send check or money order with $2,00 post-

age/handling. California residents add
GVx% sales tax. Available on cassette or

diskette. Suggested retail price $39.95.

Available on Atari" I6Kcasselte, and 1632K
disk, Radio Shack" Color 32K cassette and
disk, Apple' 48Kd!Sk,

S:::^ COMPUTER SORWARE
9421 Winnetka Avenue

Chatsworth.CA 91311

(213)701-5161

c 1982Datasoff Inc.

DaiasolT' le a registered tra<)emark of Daiason Inc

Se^a* arid Zaxxon * are regisiered ttademarks a( Sega Enlerpnsea Inc.



SECOND }N A V E

TRICKY SITUATIONS FOR TOP PLAYERS

CanYou Survive?
H^ you have guts? Can you handle any situation regardless of mutants, fuseballs, ghosts or other

^^^^^ assorted evil-doers? That's what we're here to find out.

^^MM Every game room has its own "big guns" or "in-house pros." They are players whose initials^^ ^^ you see on most of the games in the arcade. If you've ever watched a good player, you will

probobly notice his strategy as well as his knack for coaxing the controls to respond in a crisis. What you don 't

see are the fail-safes these video jocks turn to in situations where death seems unavoidable.

Let's see how you respond when the pressure is on. Here is a life and death situation. Your very existence is in

peril. Can you survive?

JOUST

THE CRISIS...

After scooting off the left .side of

the screen you are wraparoundingout

the right side. But uh-oh - two enemy
birds are hovering there. You can't go

under them. \bu can't defeat them.

The ledge above prevents you from

escaping out the top. Vou are dead

meat.

YOUR SOLUTION

That's what you think. Ver>' few-

gamers know this trick— there is a

very small opening between the two

ledges. It doesn't look like it's big

enough to fit through, but if you

crash-land right on the crack, you'll

go right through to safety. Try it!

ILLUSTRATIONS BV NINA WALLACE



Vf^tiT!
With Popeye, Nintendo has combined the cute characters,

simple story line, and good-natured violence of a Saturday

morning cartoon with smooth animation and exciting game

play, to create a challenging contest. The object is to help

Popeye win Olive OyPs love by catching hearts, musical notes,

and H.E.L.P. letters which she^ tosses from the top of the

screen. Just to make things interesting, Popeye is harassed by

his old nemesis, Brutus.

Other dangers in this triple-screen game include bottle-

throwing Sea Hags, a deadly buzzard, and small white skulls.

One thing Popeye has going for him, however, is his trusty can

of spinach. You're allotted one can per screen, and once eaien,

it gives Popeye about ten seconds of "muskles." During this

time, he can knock Brutus for a loop, and most point values

are doubled.

You control Popeye with a four-direction joystick and a

punch button. On each of the game's screens, you are required

to move Popeye up and down stairs and ladders in order to

catch the slowly falling objects. Mo.st gamers should find this

considerably easier than climbing the ladders in Donkey Kong,

where exact posititming directly above or below the laddei'S is

crucial. In addition to knocking Brutus off the screen, the

punch button is used to defend Popeye against flying bottles,

and to K.O. buzzards on the third screen.

Scoring

When Popeye catches an object, its point value is deter-

mined by which of the screen's four levels he's on. Hearts,

notes, and letters caught at the top of a screen are worth 500

points, 300 on the third level, 100 on the second level, and 50

points on the lowest level. When Popeye is under the

influence of spinach, all these values are doubled.

You can also acquire points by breaking bottles ( 100), punch-

ing the buzzard ( i 000), crowning Brutus with a bucket (2000),

or by sending Brutus flying off into the water (3000). Be sure

to eat your spinach before attempting this one.

Screon One

To complete this screen, Popeye must catch twenty-four

hearts. You can keep track of the number caught by checking

the side of Popeye's house in the top left corner of the screen.

In the top right corner is Olive's house, which displays the

number of lives left and the round you're in.

When the game begins, Popeye will be on the left portion of

the highest level. Brutus will be one level below, on the right

side of the screen. Wait in this position until Brutus crosses

over to the left. When he's almost directly below Popeye,

move left. This will "wrap' ' you around to the right side of the

screen. (This is the only level where you can wrap). Ai this

point, Brutus will descend the stairs to level two. where he

will move to the center and stop. Quickly move to the left edge

of the platform and punch the speed bag. This will slide it

across into the bucket in the center of the screen , knocking it

down two levels, and onto Brutus's head to start the game off

with 2000 points.

While Brutus is trying to get the bucket off his head, you can

catch the hearts that Olive Oyl has been throwing, by jumping

down to level three. (Unlike cousin Mario, Popeye can't lose a

life by falling from one level to the next.) After catching the

first heart, be ready to punch the bottles which will be thrown

by the Sea Hag emerging from the right. To break all of the

bottles, face right and punch like crazy. The bottles are deadly.

Continue catching hearts on the third level while occa-

sionally running upstairs to avoid Brutus. He'll never follow

you up to the fourth level, but if directly below, he'lljump up

and try to knock Popeye to his death.

Once hearts begin floating down below level three, you'll

have to go down after them. This is a good time to head for the

spinach , which is by the stairs on the left side of the second or

third levels Time your arrival carefully, because the can alter-

nates between the two levels every five seconds. When you

reach the spinach (use Ihe punch button) Popeye will turn red

and Brutus will take off.

If both Popeye and Brutus are on level three, Brutus will go

down to level two. Simply head him off by taking the ladder in

the center of the screen. If you eat the spinach on level two, go

up the stairs to level three and try ihe same taclic. When you

punch Brutus, you'll be awarded 3000 points and the screen

will shake. While Brutus is out of commission, clean up the

hearts at the lowest part of the screen, working your way up

to the higher, more valuable levels.

If a heart should reach the bottom before Popeye catches it,

you'll have eight seconds to get to it before it sinks into the

sea.

Never stop directly above or below Brutus. He's got a reach

you wouldn't believe.

Screen Two

Popeye's detail is to catch sixteen red sixteenth-notes which

Olive tosses from the top right side of the screen.

As on screen one, Popeye will begin on the left side of the

screen on level four. Level three has a gap in the center which

Brutus can cross. Popeye can't cross this gap without falling a

level, but he can wrap on this level.

Move Popeye down t he ladder to level three, Brul us will be

across the gap. Move Popeye back and forth quickly in one

spot until Brutus crosses over fo the left side. At this point,

wrap to the right side of the screen and catch your first two
notes.

Since Brutus can't wrap around after you, he'll be forced to

cross back over to the right side to get you . If you stop moving,

Brutus will throw four bottles Popeye's way before crossing

over To prevent this, simply move back and forth quickly

again. When Brutus crosses the gap again, wrap to the left.

3S VIDEX) GAMESPUYER



IVrap around the Jeft side. Wait for Brutus to go to the middle, then punch the speed bag to make the bucket fail on his heod. 2,000 poinfi.

Continue wiih this taciic until a note slips by the third level.

As in round one. this is a great lime for spinach. This lime the

can alternates between the stairways on the right of the sec-

ond and first levels, Be sure to get il on level two.

After you reach the spinach, head immediately up the stairs

to level three. Wrap through to the left .side of the screen and
keep going. You'll eitiier caich Brutus before the gap, or he'll

cross over to the right side while Popeye falls to the second
level. Don't worry. Continue to the right and catch Brutus

coming down the stairs. Use the same procedure for cleaning

up t he remaining notes as you did for the hearts in round one.

One difference in round two is Hrutus's ability tojump from

one level to the level below. Another is Wimpy 's springboard

in the lower left of the screen. Popeye can escape from level

two by simply running off the left side and jumping onto the

springboard. When Wimpy lands. he"ll send Popeye flying to

safety. Never use the springboard to escape bottles coming at

Popeye from the right side. It will catapult him right into the

line of fire. Brutus can use the springboard too.

Screen Three

In addition to Brutus and the Hags, now you have the pesky

Buzzard to contend with. While avoiding these dangers, Pop-

eye must catch the leliers 11. E. L, and P which float from

Olive "s mouth as she screams from Ihe crows nest of the ship

you're now on.

There's no way lo wrap on this screen, and every level

except the first has a gap near the center. About the only

things Popeye has going for him are his spinach (kept on the

right again), and a small sliding platform bridging Ihe gap on

level four.

Popeye is on the left of level four. Immediately turn him left

and punch out the buzzard for ] 000 points. Then run onto the

sliding platform to a\oid Brutus. When he closes in. or a lot of

letters start gelt ing by. it 's spinach time,

Because of the structure of the screen, you'll probably have

to head for the top of the screen and then drop down on Brutus

tlirough a gap. If you know you won't be able to catch him,

make a beeline for the letters.

The remainder of the round will seem to last forever, espe-

cially when you realize that Brulus can now jump down two
levels. Gel the ol' seadog through this one alright, and he

finally gets the girl. Watch for a Parker Brothers home video

game of Pupciir on sale in -luly.

Minimum Score Potential: 45,000

By Robert Guerra



POLE POSITION
Every so often a game comes along that sets the standard to

which all other games of its type are compared. Donkey Kong
is the model for climbing contests. Defender, the definitive

horizontally-scrollingspace shoot 'em-up. ^\\.\\ Pole Position,

Atari has set another standard. One qualifying lap around Fuji

Speedway and you'll know that video races have changed

forever.

As the driver of a Formula 1 racer, you are required to

maneuver around the 2.709 mile course in a breathtaking race

against the clock, and other racers. Only if you do well enough

in the qualifying heat are you allowed to participate in the

actual race. How well you do on the qualifying lap determines

which of eight starting positions you will be given. Only the

very best drivers are awarded the pole position.

The Course

At the beginning of each game, you are shown a map of the

course. You begin on a long straightaway. The first turn is a

fairly sharp right which leads, almost immediately, into an

easily handled left. This is followed by a right that brings you

to the most difficult turn of the course-a left hairpin that will

test even the most advanced driver's ability. Master this turn,

and you're guaranteed high scores. The final curve is a long

gradual right which deposits you back on the original

straightaway.

As in real drivirig, there are road signs along the side of the

track which warn you of upcoming curves. Also included are

billboards and a picturesque view of the foothills of Mount

Fuji. Don'tgetcarriedawaywiththescenery, however. You'll

need all your concentration.

Scoring

Upon successful completion of the qualifying lap. you will

have accumulated 1 0,000 points. If the lap is completed in less

than 73 game seconds (which click off at twice the speed of

real time), you will be given a starting position and bonus

points as follows;

LAP TIME POSITION BONUS
oS.50 1 4000

60.00 2 2000

62.00 3 1400

64.00 4 1000

66.00 5 800

68.00 6 600

70.00 7 400

73.00 8 200

Each car passed during the race is good for 50 extra points.

In addition, when you reach the checkered flag you will

receive 200 points for everv' unused second.

The Qualifying Lap

The best way to approach the qualifying lap is to go for

broke. This means getting the racer into high gear at the

appropriate time and keeping it there. Also, because there is

less traffic during the qualifying lap than in the actual race,

you should keep the pedal to the floor throughout almost the

entire course. The one exception is that left hairpin.

When you get the green starting light, be sure the car is in

low gear and the accelerator is down as far as it will go. Keep

one eye on the speedometer and shift into high as soon as you

reach the 100 mph mark.

The fir.st turn can be tricky at close to ISO mph, but with a

little practice, you'll learn exactly how hard to cut it to

minimize sliding. Since you're not yet into traffic, approach

this turn from the center of the track and lean into it just a

touch early. Straighten the car immediately as you come onto

the short straightaway which follows.

The next two curves {left, then right) can also be handled at

top speed, although you'll have to pass a number of cars to do

it. "R) pass on the curves, position your racer in the open lane,

and hold the wheel as steady as possible as you ease past the

other car Any lane changes should be done gradually. Remem-
ber, at 18(1 mph a Utile steering wheel movement goes a long

way.

As you come into that dangerous left hairpin, you have to

reduce speed slightly to avoid slamming into other racers.

Taking this turn too fast can also send you sliding off the track

into a green "Centipede" billboard. Either option will result in

a fiery crash which, while spectacular graphically, is not

worth losing your life for.

When you see the turn approaching, ease up slightly on the

gas. This will give you enough distance from the other cars to

spin the wheel hard to the left and slide through the turn

without losing too much time.

The following curve and eventual straightaway will pose no

problem as long as you pa&s carefully and maintain smooth

control over the racer. This is especially important when
threading the needle between two cars which are side-by-

side. If there is enough room to do this (there usually is), get

directly in the center of the track and keep the wheel rock-

steady as you blow by them. If you know you won't make it,

stay on their talis until there's room to pass.

Although you will be given between 90 and 120 seconds to

finish the lap (dependingon the settings the arcade owner has

chosen), to qualify for the race you need a time of 73.00 or

better.

The Race

You begin in a double row of eight cars, Positions two, four,

six. and eight are lined up in the left lane, and one, three, five,

and seven on the right. Even though you may pull out ahead of

this pack, you will encounter more traffic as you proceed

through the course.

During the race, other racers will frequently change lanes.
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The hoirpfn curve fo the left next to the "Centipede" sign \s the on// spot on the course you should ever hove to downshift. There is ttiuaUy

enough space between the two cars in front of you to pass.

so be ready to change accordingly. As soon as you see the

closest car in front of you be^n to drift into your lane, gradu-

ally move your car in the opposite direction, into the lane he's

vacating.

You will also encounter wet spots on the course this time

around. Since they don't significantly reduce your speed or

interfere with the handling of your racer, don't go out of your

way to avoid them.

Unless you are starting in one of the first two positions, you

will have to weave your way to the front of the pack on the

beginning straightaway. Try to maintain top speed through as

much of the coui^se as possible. One of the most common
mistakes people make is unnecessary down-shifting. If you

must slow down to avoid a collision, use your gas pedal.

The one spot where you will have to shift into low is that

dangerous left. Just before you reach it, ease up on the gas and

kick it into low. Once you're into the turn, floor it while

cutting the wheel as hard as possible. The instant you know
you've made it, shift into high and head for the finish line.

Extended Play

If you complete the first race lap in the time allotted (usually

75 seconds), 45 seconds will be added to your unused time and
you may continue to race. As you cross the start/finish line

and collect the additional time, don't slow down. If you can
complete another lap, your racing time will be extended
again. You can race up to a maximum of three or four laps,

depending on the machine's internal .settings.

Tips From The Pit

'Hold the inside lane through as much of the course as

possible.

'Don't be afraid to drive on the grass to avoid a collision.

•Always wait until your speed reaches 100 mpli before

shifting into high gear.

'Finally, if you do crash, get going again as quickly as possi-

ble. A slow start will cause you to get hit from behind.

'Go out there and blow the doors off those other guys.

Minimum Score Potentiol: 60,000
By Robert Guerra



Kmmi KAPERS
Activision's Keystone Kapers (for Atari VCS) takes place in a

1920's department store. Each floor is composed of eight

rooms. At the beginning of ever>' game, a "'Krook" starts at

the elevator door on the second stor>'. From here he makes his

way to the floor above him in an attempt to get to the far right-

hand edge of the roof. You begin in the rightmost room on the

first floor

As "Keystone Kelly," the fearless Kop, you must apprehend

the escaping Krooks and recover stolen suitcases and money
bags (50 points each) along the way. Kelly's progress is being

timed. The quicker you catch a Krook, the more points you

get. Precious time is lost when you collide with obstacles.

Out Of My Way!

The first obstacle is the basketball. During the first few runs,

they will be bouncing low and you can jump over them

without much difficulty. If the basketballs are making large

bounces, duck beneath them. Later in the game, more than

one ball may appear on the screen at the same time.

After catching your first Krook, large black radios are

placed randomly throughout the store. Make sure you have a

good running start before you attempt to hurdle over one of

these suckers. Should you manage to catch quite a few

Krooks, the number of radios increases.

Following the capture of your second Krook, you notice the

introduction of speeding shopping carts. If you successfully

jump over a carl, it continues in the same direction until it

reaches the edge of the screen. It then wraps around and re-

enters the screen. As the game progresses, faster carts appear,

followed by sets of carts spaced dangerously close together

The next obstacles are model airplanes. They buzz the store

at head level and come in pairs. Duck beneath them. If you run

into a plane, you lose a Kop.

Help Is On The Woy
The escalators in Keystone Kafms go up only. Once you have

ascended to a higher floor, the only way to get back down is to

take the elevator Krooks, however, can somehow^ manage to

get back down to the floor below through secret means.

The while pillars and light blue display cases that line the

rooms were probably added to this program merely for graphic

effect. Luckily, they can also be used to mark your position in a

room. Use these to help you orient yourself.

. The thin rectangle along the bottom of the screen displays

all eight rooms on all four "floors" at the same time. This is

similar to the radar display in Defender. The moving black dot

represents you. The Krook is the white dot. The light green dot

denotes which floor the elevatpr is currently on. Use this

scanner periodically to see where the Krook is in respect to

your position.

Remember this-the most important objective is to catch

each Krook as quickly as possible. You begin each chase with

50 game seconds, If you capture a criminal, you receive 100

points for every second remaining on the clock. Each time you

collide with an obstacle, you lose 10 seconds (1000 potential

points).

For the first few Krooks, 1 always follow this pattern: Run
quickly to the elevator and get on at your first opportunity.

Get off nn the second floor and race to the escalator at the

right . Ride up to the third floor, dash to the left and you should

catch the Krook before he gets a chance to make it to the roof.

The elevator is the most effective way to go from the fii^t

floor t(t the second. Unless you arrive at the elevator doorjust

as it is closing, wait for the next ride up. Not only do you save

time, you also avoid confrontations with obstacles.

I happened upon a trick that helps boost your score while

capturing the first Krook. Catching this Krook quickly

depends on how long you have to wail for the elevator Since

the elevator moves at a constant rate, its starting position

determines when it reaches the first floor What you should do

is begin a game, but have no intention of playing it. Watch the

green box in the center of the screen. When this arrives at the

top floor, press the reset button and begin your game for real.

By making sure that the elevator starts at the third floor, it will

be waiting with an open door on the first floor when you get

there,

Here are two hints that can reduce the time you spend on

escalators. First, jwmpontoan escalator after running toward

it. This propels you up the first few stairs. Second, once you

are riding on an escalator, point the joystick in the direction

opposite that in which you are moving. As soon as the ride is

complete, you will begin running in ihe desired direction.

Players are often dumbfounded when they first see the

high-bouncing basketball. They assume that they can jump
over it , v/hich they can, but it proves much harder to do than it

looks. The simple way to avoid these balls is to run to the exact

center of the room and squat down. Once you are in this

tucked p4)sit!on, wait for the hall to pa.ss over and behind you.

Thenget up and run like crazy to make up for lost lime.

As you are running along the first floor, take note as to what

kinds of obstacles are on the level above you. It always helps

to know what you are dealing with before you tangle with it.

The end rooms are always free from any sort of obstacle.

The same goes for when you are in the elevator As long as you

do not step out of the elevator car, you are absolutely safe. The
only thing thai you must look out for is the dropping timer

While it may offer protection, hanging out in the elevator also

burns up a lot of time.

When waiting for the elevator on the first floor and a shop-

ping carl is buzzing by every few seconds, there is a httle

technique thai (ells you exactly when to leap. Watch as the

carl enters the screen. When it passes above the edge of the

long range scanner, press thejump button. You will always be

in the air as the cart goes whizzing beneath you.
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Don't get thrown for a loop when you first see the high-bounc/ng basketball, Whilt there is that temptation to jump over ft, It would be
smarter for ^ou to duck under it. If you move Wght to the exact center of the screen^ the boll will be bouncing hfph. Extro tip; To get 3, 700
points right at the start, wait on the reset button until the elevator Is on the third floor. Jhen start the game an/moke o run for the door.

The two bouncing basketballs are probably the most diffi-

cult obstacles to avoid. What you must do is approach the first

one and wait iinlil il begins its downward motion. Jump when
it is at its lowesi point . Then position yourself for the second of

the pair. Do the same thing. You don't want to bejumpingover
the ball when it is on its upswing. Again, since these balls wrap
around, you must jump them a second time before you can

hope to gel out of the room. Practice definitely malces perfect

in this case. If you have followed all of the above advice, you
should be a pretty accomplished Keystone Kop by now. Key-

stone Kapers is a game that does not depend strictly on pat-

terns or tips. You will need a certain amount of quickness and

dexterity. But with practice, nimble fingers, quick eyes and
these tips, yoit should be catching plenty of Krooks.

Minimum Score Potential: 20,000

By Mike Davis



ITSCENTIPEDE
In this Atari VCS game, the screen is filled with mushrooms

and your shooter is located in the bottom quarter of this

mushroom patch
,
A large centipede enters near the top of the

screen. When a centipede head collides with a mushroom, it will

drop down one row and reverse direction. Other insects also

infest the mushroom patch —spiders, fleas, and scorpions.

Mushrooms

A mushroom can absorb three consecutive hits before it is

destroyed. Since mushrooms are worth only one point, they

should nol be a primary target. It is okay to "wash down" the

patch with streams of shots, but don't concentrate on shooting

mushrooms.

Centipede

There are two types of centipede segments: body and head.

Head segments are worth more points than body segments.

Each time you shoot a segment, it becomes a mushroom. If

there is a body segment behind the segment you just shot, it

becomes a head. When a centipede reaches the bottom row on
the screen, it starts to ciimb back up. but stops a quarter of the

way there. Unless you kill it, such a segment will weave up
and down in your section of the mushroom patch.

Pests

The spider always enters from the side. The height that it

enters, and from which side, are random. Any mushroom that

it touches disappears.

Remember, the spider can't backtrack; once it has passed

over your position, you are safe from its attack. When you zap

a spider, its point value is inversely proportional to the dis-

tance between the spider and your shooter. That is, the closer

you are, the more the spider is worth.

The flea only makes an appearance if there are too few
mushrooms in your portion of the mushroom patch. It starts at

the top of the screen and falls straight down, planting fresh

mushrooms in its wake. The first time you hit a flea, it stops

creating mushrooms, but plummets downward twice as fast.

A second shot kills a flea.

A scorpion doesn't show up until you hit 10,000 points. They
enter from the side and quickly dash across the screen. If you hit

the scorpion before it completes its pass, you are awarded a

whopping 1,0(X) points! Scorpions that complete a horizontal

pass leave a trail ofixnsoned mu.shrooms. These give offa white

glow. When a centipede collides with such a mushroom, it

becomes insane and madly rushes to the bottom of the screen.

They are very dangerous, so try to nail those scorpions.

Strategy

Become accustomed to the controls. You should be able to

stop your shooter on a dime. At first, it is best to fire con-

stantly. There are times that call for precise, single-shot firing,

but don't worry about that yet.

As a rule of thumb, keep your portion of the screen free of

mushrooms, Low mushrooms are a hazard because they allow

centipedes to rapidly advance down the screen. Unlike the

coin-op Centipede, the mushrooms in the VCS adaptation

don't inhibit the movement of your shooter, so you can pass

right over them without stopping. Position your shooter on
top of a low mushroom and hold the fire button down. Not
only will you destroy the mushrooms above your shooter, but

the one you are sitting on will be destroyed too.

If you clear away too many mushrooms, fleas will start to

fall. Since you don't need any further distractions, leave a

small group of mushrooms untouched. As long as these

remain, the fleas will stay out of your hair.

After playing Centipede for some time, you begin to notice

that certain mushroom configurations spell trouble. If you see

that a string of centipedes always cascades quickly through a

small area of the screen, blow away the mushrooms that the

centipede bounces off of. This should break up the formation

that gives the centipede its rapid descent,

Some mu.shroom configurations are advantageous. One of

the best set-ups is called a "funnel," Shoot centipedes when
they are between either two columns of mushrooms, or a

column and the edge of the screen. In a situation like this (see

illustration), the centipedes are forced to fall straight down in

a vertical path. If you are directly below as it pours through a

funnel, open fire. Your shot will destroy the head segment,

and the body will continue to drop right into your fire. Large

strings of centipedes can be destroyed in this manner.

Although mushrooms are only worth one point when
destroyed, a partially destroyed mushroom is worth five

points when you lose a shooter.

Tbke some pot shots at the mushroom patch now and then.

Many players find they will win an extra base whh the points

they earn for "wounded" mushrooms.

Centipede is a game of priorities. If you have several targets,

always go for the lowest centipede first. Centipedes in your

portion of the screen are dangerous for two reasons. First,

they are easy to nm into. Second, after every pass along the

bottom of the screen, an additional centipede head is added to

the confusion,

Big Points

Spiders can be a source of either 300, 600, or 900 points.

During the first few waves, it is usually safe to let it dance

above your head. Fire at the last minute. By waiting for the

spider to get closer to you before you kill it, the point value is

greatly increased. This technique may prove dangerous when
things start to speed up.

The scorpion carries the highest point value of anything in

the mushroom patch. A helpful trick is to leave the end col-

umns free from mushrooms. This gives you a clear shot up the
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This IS the "funnel/ing" feehnique. As yov shoot up, try to leave a one cofumn vertical space between mushrooms. When the centipede

head gets trapped m there, ^ou can shoot ihe enttre insect without having to move.

length of Ihe screen. Push your shooter to the top of your
section. This reduces the <Jislant-e between you and your
target.

If the scorpion manages (o poison a group of mushrooms, try

\o blow away (he contaminated mushrooms as quickly as

possible while keeping an eye out for crazed centipedes.

Sometimes, when you're firing at a crowd of quickly drop-

ping centipedes, it will become very clear to you that there is

no way you're going to clear them all away before Ihey reach

the bottom of the screen. In a situation like this, it would be
best for you to just move out of the way. When the centipede

gets to the bottom of the screen, it will bounce up to the next

row and begin to ascend the screen. When it does that, drop
down again and quickly blast it with all you've got. If you
don't, it will come back down to get you before too long. Of
course, try to nail all centipedes befofe they reach the bottom
of the screen if you can.

You should always he firing at something. Occasionally, how-
ever, it is beneficial to fire one shot at a time. For example,
when a centipede head has reached the lower area of the

screen, it may be out of phase with your shots and shp right

through them unharmed, ff you wait until the head passes

directly over you before you fire, you stand a good chance of

hitting it.

Another trick to shooting centipedes near the bottom is to

position yourself in the very last row, with a mushroom close

above you. As the centipede head slithers between you and
the mushroom, open fire. Since your shots are stopped by the

mushroom, you are guaranteed that you will be firing quite

rapidly. The centipede is bound to get touched by the continu-

ous stream of .sparks.

When a string of centipedes is directly above you, don't

shoot the head segment. It will turn into a mushroom and the

following segment will drop down and collide with you

.

Always pursue the highest point scoring opporiunity. Go for

every scorpion, get the spiders when they are close to you, and
shoot centipede head segments instead of body segments if

you have room.

Remember, it's f/ovr garden.

Minimum Score Potential: 100,000

By Mike Davis
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ByDanGutman

no of the most lovable video game
characters to come aloiijj in a while is Q'-

Bert, Gottlieh's cuddly miinchkiii-like

creature who has won the hearts of so

many video jjante players. We caiififht up

with Q*Bert in his hotel room recently and had this

interview with The KingOfTheCuteOames...

V(?P:MayIcaIly(MiQ'Bert?

Q*Hi'rt: (o'''.tf'7&^- Call me whatever you want. Just keep

your feet off the furniture.

V(iP: First of all. Q'Bert, I'd like to contiratulate you

on winning our (Jolden Joystick Award lor the Kun-

niesl Arcade Game Of The Year

Q'Rert: Funny? Veah, real funny. Let's sec how nunh
you lan^'h when U^i,' and Wronfiway are after your

butt.

VGP: Do you mean to say that life as QMierl is not all

that much fun?

Q*fter1: Look pal. wise up. All day lonj,' I'm luippinji,

getting chased, get tin^f jumped, getting hassled. Who
needs it? Do I ever hurt anyone? No. Do I ever kill

anyone? No. I'm an innocent bystander of life. Forme,
life is a raw deal. One minute you're sailing along, the

next you're being chased by weird green guys with

sunglasses. I'm Lired of running. All I want to do is

soak my feet in the hot tub.

VGP: No offense, Q*Bert, but in person you're not as

cute as y(m look in the game. Interviewers less kind

than I might even call you unattractive.

ILLUSTKATION BY ROBERT HURGER





Q*Bert: Yeah, the other day 1 went Into

an arcade to check out the new games

and the owner offered me a roll of quar-

ters to leave'. He said I was scaring off all

the kids. I get no respect, no respect at

all.

VGP: You're kind of the Rodney Danger-

field of video games, aren't you?

Q*Bert: Yes, only uglier

VGP: But you should start getting more

respect now that your face will be

appearing on board games, tote hags,

plastic banjos, snowcone machines,

knitted pajamas, scratch 'n sniff

stickers—

Q'Bert: Did you say scratch 'n sniff

stickers?

VGP: Yes.

Q'Bert: Hmmm,
VGP: There are over 125 products in all.

How do you feel about this licensing

exploitation?

Q*Bert: Look, as long as I get my bQ%

,

they can slap my puss on Mt. Rushmore

for all I care.

VGP: I understand your Parker Brothers

home video game caiiridge will hit the

stores any day.

Q*Bert: Yeah, and il had better be bet-

ter than that crap Pac-Man ended up

with.

VGP: Somehow I thought you would be

a little bit more, uh. , .cultured and

refined.

Q*Bert.: What did you expect, John
liouseman? My entire experience con-

sists of hopping like an idiot on 21 rubes

over and over again. You want well-

rounded? Try interviewing Dig Dug.

Talk about stupid...

VGP: Dig Dug is dumb?
Q * Bert: Let me put it this way— you can

have RAM and ROM memory up the

kazoo and still be a total moron. What,

did you think Popeye was a PhD.?

"Pac-Man? I'm sick

of playing second

banana to that

video wimp. He can't

eat his way out

of a paper bag."

Besides, I'm as cultured as the next

video game character. It just so happens

that I am quite an art lover.

VGP: is that so? What kind of art do you

particularly enjoy?

Q'Bert: Cubism!

VGP: 1 think I've had about enough of

this.

Q'Bert: Hey pal, life is a pyramid, and

you canjump off any time you want.

VGP: You mentioned before that Dig

Dug was dumb. What about Pac-Man?

Q*Bert: i feel that if you don't have

anything nice to say about somebody,

you shouldn't say anything at all. But I

will say this— I hate his guts. Puke-Man

makes me sick.

VGP: What?! Pac-Man may be the great-

est video game character in history.

Q*Bert: He's a pathetic video wimp
punk. I'm tired of playing second

banana to thai poor excuse for a smile

button He couldn't eat his way out of a

paper bag. And if he had any guts, he'd

be here to defend himself.

VGP: Tho.se are pretty strong words

WHATiS

SAYING?
If you think you know what

Q *Bert is saying, tetl us/ We will

send $15 to the reader who
gives us the funniest response.

Send Q'Bertisms to: Q*Bert,

Carnegie Publications, 888 7th

Ave., New York, NY 10106.

there. What do you think of Frogger?

Q'Bert: Frogger?! He's got the lamest

game I've ever seen. I'll tell you-if all /

had to do was cross the street, my life

would be a lot easier. Get that wart fac-

tory up on a pyramid and see how long

he survives.

VGP: What about Donkey Kong"?

Q'Bert: Give me a break. Send that

junk back lo.Japan.

VGP: How can you say those things?

What about all the great new games

from the last year— Zfl,r.ro//. Pole Posi-

tion, Joust. Time Pilot'!

Q*Bert: Scrap Metal.

VGP: Alright, alright. Everyone is

entitled to their opinion, I suppose.

Now, speaking of scrap metal, I under-

stand that you have a 16-bit micropro-

cessor while most games have 8-bitones.

Q*Bert:Sowhat?

VGP: You know, you're not being veiy

coitperative.

Q^Bert:®!*?®!

VGP: I really can't understand why so

many video game players are so taken

with you.

Q'Bert: h's probably because I'm so

incredibly adorable. Ever since Par-

M(ni, every new game has to be ador-

able— Pp/^/u, BurycrTimc, Popeye. It's

enough to make you barf.

VGP: You. The King of the Cute Games,

don't like cute game.s?

Q'Bert: Hell, no. I like to kill things. If I

had my way, I'd bomb Slick and Sam
with thermonuclear heat-seeking mis-

siles and we'd really see some flesh fly.

VGP: I think I'm beginning to get a han-

dle on your philosophy of life.

Q'^Bert: My philosophy is simple— any-

thing green is good. Anything purple is

bad.

VGP: What do you think is the biggest

problem facing the world today?

Q'Bert: \nt enough flying discs.

VGP: Q'Bert, if you could meet any-

body in the world, who would it be? Pete

R<tse? Sylvester Stallone?

Q'Bert: Ms. Pac-Man.

VGP: So that's why you don't Uke Pac-

Man! You're jealousi

Q'Bert: Me? Jealous of that slab of

cheese? If Ms. Pac-Man spent a few

waves with me, she wouldn't have to go

running after any ghosts, that's for sure.

VGP: So you're waiting for Q" Pid, eh?

Q'Bert: I'll make the puns here, okay?

Yeah, I'd like to settle down with a nice

girl, do a little travelling, raise a few

little noses.

VGP: How do you expect to take Ms.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 66
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THIRD WAVE

m
OLDE

joranc
Movies have

their Oscars and

music has its

Grammy awards.

Video games are as

much an art form as

any field of enter-

tainment, and certain-

ly deserve awards of

their own. We
are not ones to

blindly proclaim

that all video games

are excellent. Some
are downright

terrible. It is the

'A\V»V/A'

rare game that

combines graphics,

payability and fun

to capture the

hearts of the play-

ers. The following

games meet this

qualification, and we
are happy to

award them

Video Game s

Player's Golden

Joystick Award.

Congratulations to

all the winners!

HOW WE PICKED 'EM

The Golden Joyslick Awards are not given on the basis of how much uv like

[he games, and Ihey are nol given t)n ihe basis of bow many quarters Ihcy

swallowed. Rather, nnminalions were compiled by consulting with 2LI experts

in the fieid-writers, editors and critics who are not employed i)y any video

game company. Nominations for different categories were tallied and the

game that received the must nominations was the winner in ihat category.

Tllere were no ties. All games on sale or in Ihe arcades during 1982 and ihe

firsl three months of 19S;3 qualified

«



HOME VIDEO Games
Game OfThe Year

PITFALL
(Aclivision)

Koiwnifale mention: Star Roiden, Denwfl Attock, Zaxxon, DMikey Kong

Arcade Adaptation Of The Year

DONKEY KONG
(Coleco)

HononiMe mention: Ml. Pot-Man, Frosger, Zoxxon, Venture, ^mguord, Centipede

Movie Adaptation Of The Year

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
(Parlter)

Honorable menrion: M 'A ' S*H

Action Game Of The Year

CENTIPEDE
(Atari)

Honorable mention: Spider rtghter,Turnwil, Venture, River Raid, Hyper^oH

Space Game Of The Year

DEMON AHACK
(Imanic)

Honorable menHen: Star Rdden.'Star MostH, Phaser Patrol, Defender, Vanguard, Coonit

Avenger 2oxxon, Spoce Spartans, Goloclk Invosion, Star Gunner, Cosmic tm, Astrosmoshj

Fr«eoom Fighters

Adventure Game Of The Year

DRAGON STOMPER
(Slarpalli)

Honorable men:*^: Pitfall, EarlhwoiU, RrewoHd, RIddleof the Sphinx

ChUdren's Game OfThe Year

SMURF RESCUE
(Colfoj)

Honorable mention; Eggofflonio, frogs and Riei, Vford Zopper

Funniest Game Of The Year

EGGOMANIA
a„S. Games)

Honorable mention: Fast Food, Mongia

Most Innovative Game Of The Year

MICROSURGEON
(Iniagjc)

Honorablementioni Pitfall, lhopia,Joumey Escape, BombSquodjDrogenStompef, The Greot

Vfcll Street Fortune Hunt

Graphics Of the Year

ZAXXON
(Colccn)

Honorable mention: Smurf fiestue, Turbo, Golaxian, Pitfall, Demon Attadc, AHontii, Venture,

Ms. Pflc-Mon, Spider Rghter

Most Challenging Game Of The Year

EARTHWORLD
lAlarJi

Honorable mention: Escape From the Mindmosler, Slormostn', Tron MoieA-Tron, Raiders of

the LostArV, Star Roiders, Dragon Stomper, K.C's Kroiy Chase

Maze Game Of The Year

MS.MC-MAN
(Atari)

Honorable mention: Mousetrap, K.C,'s Kroiy Chase, Night Stalker, Lode 'N'Chase, Lodybug,

Esupe From the Mindntaster

Ladder Game OfThe Year

DONKEY KONG
(Coleco)

Honorable mention; Fost Eddie, Beauty and the Beast, Pick Axe Pete

COMPUTER Games
Game OfThe Year

SHAMUS
(Synapse)

Honorable mention: Submarine Commander, Prepple, David's Midnight MogJc, Aitec, Miner

2049er, Ghoit Adventures, Csvemi ofMan II, Cssne Wolfenitein

Arcade Adaptation Of The Year

FROGGER
{Sierra On-Line)

Honorable mettttwi: Oorf, Centipede, Defender, Wiiord of WOR



Action Game Of The Year

CROSSFIRE
(SierraOn-Line)

Honorable meiit)oii:VideoVermin,Repton,PreppJe,1hreshDld

Sports Game Of The Year

Honorable meniion: Decathlon

SOCCER
(Thorn EMI)

Space Game Of The Year

ARCADE Games
Game OfThe Year

DEFENDER
(Atari)

Honorable mentioni Bandits, Star Roiden, Astnxlnse

Adventure Game Of The Year

ZORK
(Infoconi)

Honorable nwntion; Time Zone, Deadline, Altec, AdvHilurolond ' I , Sword of Forgoal

Fumiiest Game OfThe Year

PREPPIE
( A(l\ ('III urt- Inicrnat ional)

Honorable Rimtion: Abuse, Lunar Leoper

Most limovative Game OfThe Year

BASEBALL
(Millriii liriHJIt-y)

Honorable meniion: Commbat, The ArcodeMochine, Crush, CnimUe and Chomp, Vfcvy Navy,

Shamui, Aitec

Graphics OfThe Year

WAYOUT
(Sirins)

Honorable mention: ChoplHter, Mask of the Sun, Flight Simulator, Elanditi, Fregger, Defender,

Astra Chase

Most ChaUenging Game OfThe Year

ROBOTRON
(Williani!.)

Honorable mention: Ms. F>D(-Man, Zaucon, Joust, Troa, Jungle Hunt

Action Game OfThe Year

CENTIPEDE
(Atari)

Honorable mention: ftoboiron, Tempest, Front line. Joust

Space Game OfThe Year

BUCK ROGERS

Honorable mention: Zoxxon, Time Pilot, Storgate, Tron, Grantor

Funniest Game Of The Year

RICOCHET
(Epyx)

Honorable mention: Pest Patral, Air War, Miner 2049er, Shomus, Fwt Apocalypse, Estope

From Vulcan Isle

Maze Game Of The Year

WtMAN
~~

(Atari)

Honorable mention: Wiyout, Rot Race, Super Tex Man II, Snotk Attock

Ladder Game OfThe Year

MINER 2049ER
(Big Five)

Honorable mention: Canyon Climber, Beer Run

War Game Of The Year

LEGIONNAIRE
(Avalon Hill)

HanorabtementiDn:SvbmaHneCommaiKler,ConquestofChesterwood,Commfaot,Choplffter

Q'BERT
(Ootilieb)

Honorable mention; Burger^me, Pengo

Most hmovative Game OfThe Year

ASTRON BELT
(Sc(*a)

Honorable mentkHi: Subroc, Joust, Q ' Bert, Chexx, Hyperfaoll, Jungle Hunt

Special Effects OfThe Year

SUBR0C3D
(Sfga)

Honorable mention: Zoxxon, Q' Bert, Pole Posrlion

ROBOTRON
(Williams)

Honorable mention: Joust, Eliminator, Qix, Tron, Zoxxon

Ladder Game OfThe Year

Graphics OfThe Year

Most ChaUenging Game OfThe Year

DONKEY KONG
(Nintendol

Honorable mention: Popeye, Donkey Kong, Jr.

POLE POSITION
(Atari)

Honorable mention: Zoxxon, Tempest, Joust, Jungle Hunt, Popeye, Subroc



Video Game
BUYER'SGuide

Sharp Shot C-

Sincc Mattel had already placed three

games in one carl ridge in Ti^ipie Action,

they figured they'd go one better and

stuff four into Sharp Shot. In game one

you throw passes with a football, in

game two you shoot spaceships, you

sink submarines in game three, and

game four requires you to destroy mon-

sters who are running through a maze.

The problem with Sharp Shot is that

...it's boring. More does not mean bet-

ter. Of the four games, only the maze

chase is at all challenging. But even this

contest quickly becomes tiresome.

Rather than trying to cover all the bases,

it would have been better to limit this

cartridge to one or two games, and make

them more interesting.

Mattel, for Intetlivmon.

By Raymond Dimetrosky

must steer your raft, stop at the

beaches, and run on to the land to col-

lect treasures. There are three types of

treasures, and the natives on the land

compete with you for them. To win some

games you must make it down the river

with al least one man in your raft, while

in ulhersyou must collect five treasures.

White Water is an excellent trip down
the river. The graphics are great and the

sound effects are phenomenal. When
you bump into a rock you hear a loud

duuk, and when one of your men falls

out of the raft, it feels like you' ve really

lost a friend. And steering that raft! The

current pulls you in every direction and

you must constantly work at keeping it

on its path. When you dock at the beach

and race the natives for treasures, it's

like a completely different game! The

fun is unlimiled, but you'd better know
how to swim!

Immjic, for InteUivision.

Whitewater A-

Vou are in a raft traveling down the

Amazon River. You have three men who

Gauxian B+
A remarkably faithful adaptation of

the arcade hit. The game is a cross

between Space Invaders and Demon
Attack. You must shoot down rows of

marching aliens while avoiding their

bombs. But unlike .space invaders, these

creeps leave their ranks and sail down to

attack you.

Fans of the arcade game will not be

disappointed. The aliens are multicol-

ored and they're pretty well detailed.

The sound effects are similar to those in

Space Invaders, and make you feel as if

these creatures are really marching.

Some people may be tired of this type of

game, since it lacks the surprise of

newer contests for Ihe VCS.

Atari, for Atari VCS.

QIX B+
Qix for the 5200 is an excellent adap-

tation of the arcade hit. The designers

have cleverly included four variations

to challenge both the beginner and the

pro. Game number three is similar to the

arcade game in that you must fill in 75%
of the .screen to advance to the next

round. In this version you also must do

battle with Sparx, Super Sparx. and a

F\ise. But beginners can play game num-

ber one in which you have only one

enemy and you must fill in only 50% of

the .screen. Qix is a fun game simply

because it's different than the run-of-

the-mill space contests. The game is col-

orful (when you move your marker fast

you make blue squares, while when you

move slowly, they're brown) and the

sound effects are good. Qix requires

strategy and is very addicting. So if

you're ready for something a little dif-

ferent, or if you already enjoy the

arcade version, you'll have fun with

Qix.

Atari, forAtari 5200.
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Shootin' Gallery b
LSt€'prigIilLip.grab.vourgun,andtryto

score points by hittingthe targets. If you

hit the train and monkey, maybe you'll

get to see the frog or elephant, or even
theinchworm!Imagic's5Wj(m'G«//^rj/

is a colorful, musical trip to the <arnival

.

The graphics and sound effects are out-

standing, at least as good as Coleco's

Carnival and maybe better. Every
target that you hit lets out a victorious

dang, and the theme song sounds a cal-

liope! Each animal looks like a cartoon

character, and there's so many of them,

you'll never be sure what will come up
next. But Shootin' Gallery is not for

everyone. It's a slow-moving game, and
it's rather simplistic for hotshot arca-

ders. So next time you're in a mellow

mood, try your luck at Shootin ' GalUry.

All that's missing is the cotton candy.

Imagic,for Atari VCS.

I Want MY MOMMY C+
You are a little brown teddy bear who

has had a bad dream . The dream demons
are still trying to get you, so you must
climb two "mountains" to find your
mommy and get a big bear hug. Mom
helps by .sending down kisses, which
allow you to kill the dream demons.

/ Want My Mommy is great for little

kids, but bad news for everyone else.

The game is extremely simple, and a

teenager can master it within five min-

utes. Your climb is reminiscent of

Donkey Kong, but these dream demons
are not nearly as deadly as Kong's bar-

rels. The graphics are good, the music is

enjoyable, and the game is awfully cute,

overall—but foryoungchildrcn, not the

rest of the family.

Zimag, for Atari VCS.

KILLER Satellites a
Killer Satellites is an outstanding new

game from Starpath which demon-
strates the value of the Supercharger.

Your mission is to defend "your home-
town" from an attack by an orbiting

junkyard of killer satellites. There are

eight types of attackers. If you sma.sh

into a satellile, a meteor, or the force

field on the bottom of the screen, you

lose a ship. Throughout the contest you

must keep an eye on a radar screen, a

fuel level indicator, and a laser overheat

monitor. If you overheat, you temporar-

ily cannot fire, while running out of fuel

cau.ses you to crash. At the end of each

wave (there are over 95 of (hem) you are

awarded bo'nus points for your unused

fuel, ground objects which remain, and
waves which you've completed.

KillerSnlellit.es is an excellent varia-

tion on the Defender theme. You can

begin play at any wave level, so you
never need to be bored with this con-

test. In the later waves deadly meteors

crash down around you, and your mis-

sion becomes unbelievably difficult.

The challenge is relentless! With
graphics that are better than average,

and gi-eat sound effects (including t hree

tunes), Killer Satellites is far above the

average game for the VCS. It's sen.sa-

tionall It looks like Starpath is finally

making games that utilize the power of

the Supercharger.

Stai'patk, for the A tari VCS unth Star-

path Supercharger.

EGGOMANIA A
Vou are a bright blue bear wearing a

large hat that looks like a fruit bowl.

Above you stands a multicolored bird

who is bombarding yiiu with eggs. If you
catch all of the eggs in your hat. you can

fire them back at him! You score points

for every egg you catch, and every lime

you hit the bird with one of his eggs.

Eggomnnia seems remarkably similar

to Kahuom or Lost Luggage. After ail.

what you're really doing here is just

catching ihitigs that are being dropped

on you, So what's the big deal? Well,

what makes this game extraordinary is

some of the best music and graphics

appearing in any game available for the

VCS. The l)ird has a liiue h<>a(l, a red

beak, orange antennae, and multicol-

ored feathers. When he walks his anten-

nae bounce up and down and his feet

shuffle back and forth. At the beginning

of each round he dances for you while a

little tune plays in the background. If

you catch all of his eggs, the bird begins

to skate and you are serenaded with The

Bhu'Dannbe. But the best featureof the

game occurs when you shoot the bird

with one of his own eggs. A wolf whistle

is heard, and the bird drops its feathers

lo display polka dot underwear.

U.S. Games, for Atari VCS.

VANGUARD B+
In this contest you must travel

through the many tunnels of Aterria to
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find and deslroy tlio deadly Gond. Along

theway you fight off hordes of enemies,

while avoiding the tunnel walls.

In many ways Vanguard resembles

Coleco's Ciismic Avenger. You fly

through tunnels, fight off various crea-

tures, and travel through different

scenes. But Vanguard adds the chal-

lenge of reaching Gond. who waits at

the end of your journey. Also, after you

use up your five lives, you are asked

whether you wish to continue. If you

answer yes, the action picks up righi

where you left off! The only major draw-

back lies in the 5200 controls. They do

not respond fast enough, and that can

become frustrating. Actually, the 2600

Vatiguard is better than the 5200 ver-

sion, for that reason. But, all in all, this

game is a lot of fun and a worthy

addition to your 5200 library.

AtariJor Atari 5200

JEDi Arena
Jedi Arena is Ihe .second game in

Parker Brothers' Star Wars series. Here,

you challenge an opponent (or the com-

puter) in an action-packed laser battle.

Your goal is to protect your Jedi Knight

from deadly laser bolts. Your knight is

sheltered by a protective force-field,

but your opponent's laser bolts gradu-

ally cause it to deteriorate. If you can

destroy the opposing force field and kill

the -ledi knight before he eliminates

you, the match is yours. You must win

three matches to be victorious.

At first glance. ./f^f/M/r^c; looks like a

real winner The game begins with a

melodious version of the Star Wars

theme {in two-part harmony). The
screen flashes with brilliant colors as

you and your opponent battle it out.

Unfortunately, the batlle is a letdown.

It takes a while to understand what

exactly is going on. To control the direc-

tion of your laser bolts, you mgve a light-

saber with the paddle control. But the

laser bolls are shot out of a "seeker" In

the center of the screen, not the lightsa-

her And since the seeker moves on it s

own, you may find yourself turning the

paddle every which way and frantically

shooting until your hand feels like il's

going to fall off. Another drawback

results from the tiird's-eye view from

which you must view the action. While

in Empi.n' Strikes Back and Frogyryou

could identify with a particular charac-

ter on the screen, the Jedi Knight sabers

gel no sympathy from me. Jedi Arena is

graphically spectacular, but the game is

a disappointment.

Parker Brothers, forthe Atari VCS.

STARGUNNER B
Margunuer is a better than average

outer space shoot- 'ein-up game. You

control a ship which is trying lode-siroy

three typesof "sphyzygi" aliens. Above

you sits "bobo," their bomb-dropping

leader. The aliens don't fire at you, hut

Ihey get in the way a lot. You zap them

with horizontal fire. There are three

waves in each level, and with each level

the aliens increase their speed. You are

safe as long as you avoid smashing into

the enemy, Bobo's bombs, or newly

forming sphyzygi.

There is really nothing incredibly new

and exciting about Staryinnier. The

sound effects resemble l he now antique

Air-Sea-Bultle. and the graphics are

minimal. The game somewhat resem-

bles a non-scrolling version of Defender.

But if you are really into games which

challenge your reflexes and let you kill

lots of things, you may want to add

Starguuner to your collection. It ?.s-

addicting. There is always room on the

shelf for a lightning-fast, pure adrenaUn

game that lets you blast everything in

sight.

Telesysjor the Atari VCS.

RAM IT C +

In some respects Ram It is a speeded-

up version of Breakout, utilizing a joy-

stick instead of a paddle. You control a

"ramroid"' which slides up and down

the center of the screen. On either side

of you are 10 horizontal colored bars

which are inching toward you. You have

tn eliminate all the bars by shooting

them apart piece l)y piece. Occasi<»nally,

one of t he l)ars flashes, and one shot will

destroy it. But if the bars meet in the

center, your path will be blocked.

Throughout the game a clock is ticking

down to zero, and your ultimate demise.

Ram It never quite lives up lo your ini-

tial expectations. It is extremely frus-

trating to watch the bars rapidly

approaching, and some may find tlie

game more annoying than fun. Hut Ram
It is colorful, and those of you who love

games Wke Breakout may want to check

it out.

Tviesiis, far thi' Atari VCS.

SHARK! SHARK! B
You are a i iny yellow fish who can only

eat creatures which are smaller than

y()urself. If you get in the way of any-

thing bigger you'll be devoured. After a

while, when you've munched a lot of

little fish and chewed away at the

.sharks tail, a strange thing happens. You

begin to grow! You can grow five times

{every time you hit UtUO points). You

have a total of five lives, and you can
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make your fish move at four speeds.

Shark! Shark! is ei^oyable because of

the colorful graphics and great sound

effects. The fish gurgle as they swim
around, and when they're eaten you can

see bubbles rising to the top of the

ocean. The whole thing looks more like a

cartoon than a video game. But the

game is challenging, too. It's not easy to

avoid all of the bigger fish, especially

when you're at the smallest size. Shark!

Shark! is not a very fast -moving game,

but il can sure be a lot of fun.

Mattel, for Intellivision.

FLASH Gordon B
Flush is an extremely challenging

space contest. You must rescue space-

men and conquer spider warriors. To

conquer the warriors you smash your

ship into a hatching ix>d and extcrmi-

nale at least five of its Inhabitants. If

you succeed, your ship gets a shield and,

Temporarily, you are indestructible, The
large map which is on Ihc bottom half of

your screen shows a complete view of

every hiding place of your enemy.

What makes Flash so much fun is the

level of complexity. A.s in Defrndcr.

Ihere are always about 30(1 things going

on. Besides the spacemen, pods, and spi-

der warriors, there are disrupters,

deadly debris, and enemy patrol ships.

And Fki^h Gordon is one of the first

games to pnn'ide you with a map of the

city that is actually useful! If you
destroy all of the hatching pods in a city,

you earn bonus iwints and advance to

the next, more difficult level. And e\'en

with the map taking up half the screen,

the graphics in the close-up view are not

compromised, Flash Gordon is an excit-

ing trip into a hideous world. Good luck!

At last a decent "movie game." Let this

be an example for others.

Fox Video Games, for Atari VCS.

Air Raiders B+
If you ever wanted to become a pilot,

you'll probably flip over Air Raiders.

This realistic flight simulator puts you at

the controls of a fighter plane with an

important mission ahead. You mu.st

sltoot down enemy planes, avoid ground

fire, and carefully monitor your level of

fuel and remaining ammunition. And
while you're at it, you had better keep a

steady eye on your altitude or you're in

for a deadly crash.

What makes Air Raiders an innova-

tive game is the perspective, You are

looking out the cockpit's front window.

When you take off you watch the run-

way disappearing below you. As you fly,

every jerk of the joystick results in a

change of scenery through your win-

dow. The sound effects are great. When
you climb your engine sounds strained,

whenyou'redivingit begins to roar, and

when you're low on fuel it sputters All

inall. Air Raiders is a challenging con-

test that's great fun to play.

Mattel M Network, for the Atari VCS.

DOLPHIN B
Dolphin is the first game that requires

ear-band coordination. You are a

dolphin who swims through schools of

seahorses. Before you reach each school

you hear s()nic cues from your fellow

dolphins. The higher the frequency, the

higher the opening in the seahorses.

Watch out behind you— a deadly squid is

on your tail. If you manage to touch a

seagull flying over the water, you can

zap the squid.

The innovative aseofsoundisa clever

twist not found in many games. The
graphics are acceptable and the game is

colorful, but the ocean is rather barren.

It would have been nice to have more
and more fish swimming around in later

rounds. The squids become faster as the

game progresses, but this is more of a

game of concentration and strategy

than a test of reflexes. Dolphin is a fas-

cinating game. But don't expect a con-

stant fight with the enemy, because

most of the lime you'll simply be swim-

ming along, trying to catch a good wave.

Keep your ears open,

Activision, for Atari VCS.
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Seaquest B
If you enjoy shoot-'em-up games

which pit you against an endless stream

of conquerors, Seaquest may be of

interest. In this contest you control a

submarine which must rescue teams of

scuba divers. Your enemies are man-eat-

ing sharks and evil pirate subs. And just

to make things a bit more difficult, you

must complete you mission before your

oxygen runs out.

In many ways Seaquest is like a

brother U) River Raid. Asm River Raid,

you must shoot the enemy fleet, avoid

hitting them, and keep an eye on your

sinkinglevel of energy (oxygen). Ukeall
.Activision games, Seaquest is colorful

and the sound effects are above
average. Each round is distinguished by

the number and color of the sharks

which attack you. There's nothing ter-

ribly original about the game though.

and in many ways it's similar to Ber-

muda Triangle by Data Age.

Activision, for the Atari VCS.
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DONKEY KONG JR. (Coleco) VS. SPACE FURY (Coleco)

AT FIRST GLANCE, DONKEYKONG JR. AND SPACE FC/i?FAPPEAR TO HAVE
nothing in common. Look at 'em - one's a shoot-em-up and the other is an obstacle course/

ladder game. Although the two come from different schools of gaming, both were fairly

popular arcade games . Donkey KongJr. was one of the better sequel games of last year, while

Space Fury stands as one of the best games to follow in the wake oi Asteroids. Now both are

available in ColecoVision format. According to their maker, both "play like the real arcade

game." If you take their word for i(, you'd have a tough liiiu'

deciding between the two. And unless yuu write for a video

game magazine and get lots of cartridges for free, you may be

able to afford just one of these games.

Space Fury was Sega's second coin-op to feature speech

synthesis. At the beginning of each game, the ahen com-

mander, a charming fellow with one eye and pointy ears,

would come out and provoke you with a .sly, "So, a creature

for my amusement . . . Prepare for battle!"

Space Fury is a textbook example of a shoot-'em-up. Your

shiphas free run over the playfield. You can thrust, fire, rotate

left and rotate right . Blow away everything on the screen and

the round ends. This is where the game gets good. You must

dock with a "'mother ship," which will give you increased

firepower Depending on which of the three mother ships you

choose lo dock with, you can wreak havoc on the alien forces

in a number of unusual ways. One allows you to fire in four

directions. Another lets you fire backwards and frontwards

simultaneously. The most powerful gives you three forward

guns. Tbgether, they emit a deadly swath of firepower

Most of this has survived the translation from coin-op to

home cart . What's missing, though, is the best part of the game

—the commander's spooky voice. Coleco replaced the alien's

monologue with music, which is good as video game

soundtracks go. The cimimander still provokes you and rates

you at the conclusion of the game, only he doesn't speak.

Although the game is colorful, it's really little more than a

glossy once-over on the familiar Asteroids theme. Further-

more, the play action is too consistent to hold a player over the

long haul. All you have to de is keep blasting away. Even in

later rounds of play, the enemy forces don't appear much

more aggressive than they do at the game's outset.

Donkey Kong Jr. , on the other hand, is initially quite chal-

lenging. This game centers around the offspring of the once-

mighty Mr Kong and his attempt to free his papa from the

clutches of Mario, the carpenter hero of the original Donkey

Kong. Donkey Kong Jr. sports three screens. The final screen

in the coin-op, Mario's Lair, was dropped -

Aside from the intermissions and visual fluff, (he Coleco

version is faithful to itsarcade counterpart. A complete game

cycle consists of four screens—The opening vine sequence,

the chain screen, another vine scene (identical to the first) and

the jump-board screen. As Jr climbs each of these four struc-

tures, he must avoid the onslaught of Snapjaws, Nitpickers

and Stooky birds, all of which are dispatched by Mario.

For the most part , Donkey Kong Jr. is a challenging contest.

The fact that the screens change as the game progresses is a

plus. Two things bug me. though. First of all, the controllers

are lousy. There's a lot to do here in the way of jumping,

running and climbing. All too often, the little ape falls prey to

the less than responsivejoystick orjump button. Secondly, the

game is repetitive. Granted, all video games are to some

degree, but once you analyze each situation (this doesn't take

too long), the game is reduced to a simple "go through the

motions" contest.

If 1 were to pick between the two games. Id choose Donkey

Kong Jr. Its a better looking game and one that will provide

more interest over the long run. It is also a better interpreta-

tion of the coin-op than S}xice Fury is.

Hy Michael Blanrhet
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Reviews

REALSPORTS TENNIS (Atari) VS. TENNIS (Activision)

I'M NOT A GREAT TENNIS PLAYER. YM NOT EVEN A GOOD ONE, TO BE
honest, and I probably never will be. Neither, in all likelihood, are you. In fact, most ofyou who
pick up either Atari's or Activision's Tennis probably haven't swung a racquet in a long time.

Traditionally, tennis is perceived as a sport for the wealthy - a dignified way for those in the

jet set to let off some steam and a seemingly easy road to riches reserved for good-looking

Swedish blonds and skinny kids from Long Island with bad tempers. True, there's money to

be made playing tennis, but it costs a little to get there. If we
added up the cost of lessons, racquets, lost balls, court lime,

and proper attire and compared it to the thirty or so bucks

you'd pay for the video game, both Atari's and Activision's

Tennis carts stack up as true bargains.

Granted, both TenniH games are cheaper and easier to learn

than the real thing, but not necessarily better Personally. I

dislike video sports games for the simple reason that sports are

better when played in "real life." But if you don't mind miss-

ing out on the romance of real tennis, your only predicament Is

which one lo pick^—T^'un/s or Tmriis'?

Graphically, both tennis games are light years ahead of the

Potig-ViVe tennis you're probably familiar with. The blocks

have been replaced by stick men, each with racquet in hand.

You view the game from the end line, virtually looking over

the shoulder of the near player at the fellow across (he net.

Both games also feature a shadow that follows 1 he hall back

and forth across the court. Unnecessary, but I'll admit, a nice

touch.

The only visible difference between the two games is the

attention to graphic detail in the Atari cart. Before the first

serve, you can "type" your name on the scoreboard by select-

ing the appropriate letter with the joystick and locking il in

with a tap of the fire button.

All arnund, the .Atari version just looks tighter and cleaner

than the Activision offering. The Activision players are single

colored figures swatting across a solid "net," compared to the

Atari team, which is decked out in spiffy tennis duds, each of

them on his respective .side of a real net -the kind with holes

in it.

All the fluff aside, both games play about the same. In the

one player version, for example, the server, be it the player or

the computer, swats the ball when the red button is pushed,

From here on, it sjust a matter of being in the right place at the

right time, You never really have control over how the ball is

hit despileclaims from both camps that ycu can actually select

I he angle of t he return volley. As long as you are close enougli

to the (incoming shot, your man will automatically hit it back.

As often as I tried, I was unal)ie to fire a blistering cross-court

shot. Supposedly, this can be done. It all depends on what pari

of theracquel makes contact with the ball.

1 foimd the Activision computer match a lot tougher than its

Atari counterpart. In the Atari version, the computer player

was, more often than not, caught flat-footed by what looked

like easy shots, hi comparison, it was far more difficult to

sneak one past the Activision player

As far as the re.sl of the game goes, both carts are faithful to

the ways and meansof real tennis. Both score like real tennis.

The serve allernatesjust like real tennis, too.

Both games are better when played by two human oppo-

nents. The snide comments and otherwise unprintable

remarks passed between two gamers in the heat of battle are

always more fun to listen lo than the humiliating and imper-

sonal computerized beeps.

Aside from minute differences in the graphic department,

Tcuiiif; and Tennis stack up evenly to one another If you are

concerned about which of the two plays hetlcr, 1 can't help

you—they're almost identical. Shop carefully, though. Since

Activision's was released two years ago, you may be able to

find it at a clearance or closeout price. Atari's, on the other

hand, is a new release and will probably list for much more.

M.B.
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he ads read "Special Sale on Atari's Super Game system." Elsewhere
in the same ad, equally large letters announce, ''ColecoVision: State

of the Art Video System. Bring the Arcade Experience Home." Both
systems carry the same price tag. Which of the ''best" is best? Over the past

few months, other magazines have reviewed the ColecoVision and the Atari

5200, but none have had the guts to stand up and give a head-to-head compari-
son. That's where we come in. We've turned these machines inside out to find

out which does what best. Here are our results . .

.
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Cosmetics

Both units are black with silver accents,

ColecoVisiun i.s smaller than the 52(X), with

the cartridge port at the middle of the top

right half of the unit. The left half has

recessed spaces for controllers. At the

front of the CoiecoVision is a door for

expansion devices.

The -5200 is BIG. It is about the same

width as ColecoVision, but four inche.s

deeper. The unit has storage wells for the

controllers under a flip-up cover at the

rear of the unit. In the middle is the game

cartridge port (which is also larger than

that for ColecoVision). At the front of the

unit AWfour connections for joysticks. On

the bottom, at the hack of the unit, isa pry-

out plastic piece covering the 52O0's

expansion access. The size of the 5200 may

be a consideration, all other things being

equal, because you may not have enough

space to store it.

The on-off switch on both units is on top.

The 5200 has a small light bulb and

extremely sensitive touch switch, while

ColecoVision's is the sliding variety, with

no light. Two cords run from ColecoVision

to the TV set (power and signal cords). On

the 5200, one fal cord is enough to handle

both functions. Atari has also, very kindly,

provided a space at the bottom of the 52(K)

to wrap excess cord, reducing the mess

that comes with most home video games.

Hookup

ColecoVision, using a large clunky trans-

former, has two plugs in its l)ack; one for

power, and one for the signal to the set.

The other end of the signal cord attaches to

a switch box near your TV set.

The 5200 has a hookup which has

received mixed reviews, One cord travels

between the 5200 and the switch box. The

switching is automatic; when you turn on

the 5200, the TV antenna is disconnected.

bringing the ganie signal to the set. Turn

the 5200 off, and the TV antenna signal

(regular programming) is reconnected.

This means no more trips to the back of the

set before you can play the game.

There are some disadvantages to this

typeof setup. If you want to play your old

2600, or use your video cassette recorder

or videodisc machine, this hookup poses a

problem which may take a while to figure

out (you may need an A/B switch). As long

as you remember that the 5200 hook-up

functions like a break in the antenna line

to the set, you should be alright.

Controllers

Both units have Intellivision-type

(appearmg) controllers, which* consist of

"Atari has Pac-

Man and other

arcade classics,

but there are more

games available

for ColecoVision."

twelve button keypads, ajoystick, and fire

buttons on either side. But there are m£yor

differences between them.

The Coieco controller fits into the palm

of most hands, has a self-centeringjoystick

(when you take your hand off. it returns to

the center), and a single fire button on

either side. It's the kind you are probably

already used to. The number buttons are

recessed under the plastic cover, and can

be somewhat unresponsive. In terms of

game play, joystick movement may be

almost (00 precise. In Donkey Kong, for

example, you have to be in a certain exact

spot to climb the ladder. Considerable

prat'tice is required to steer Marin lo the

sp<U.

Tlie Coieco controller has the nine-pin

Atari-type plug. This allows you to u.se

your favorite controller to play on the Col-

ecoVision. If you do that, in order to start

the games, you will have to use the keypad

to select an option. There are numerous Y-

adapters available to allow you to hook up

bolb the Coieco controller (for keypad

functions) and your add-on controller.

The 5200 joystick is a major departure

from anyone else's. The numeric buttons

are raised rubber buttons. On either side is

a pair of fire buttons which, in .some

games, perform different functions. The

5200 could allow for four different .shoot-

ing functions, although this would proba-

bly cause more confusion and cramped

handsthan it's worth. The fire buttons are,

to a lot of people, too small and hard to

reach.

At the top of the 5200 controller arc

three buttons: Start, Pause, and Reset. If

you are in the middle of a game and the

phone rings (or nature calls), a quick touch

ofthe Pause buttonaliows you to stop the

game. When you return, touching the

Pause button allows you to pick up where

you left off. My only criticism about this

set-up is that the Pause and Reset are too

close together-in your attempt to save a

super game, you may reset a super game,

The 5200 stick is non-centering: the stick

stays where you left it, rather than return-

ing to center. This takes some getting used

to. It is also slower to respond than the

Coieco stick, and more difficult to make

very quick, short movements, You may
find it hard to operate on games that

require such action.

But in some games, the joystick is

superb. Centipede was designed to accept

Atari's Trak-ball controller. Unless you're

really hooked on the coin-op game, you

don't need the Trak-ball. The 5200 control-

ler letsyou move your bug anywhere in the

allowed space. It's kind of like a trak-ball

with a handle. On-screen response is very

fast, and after a little practice, very

accurate. Added lo all this, there is very

little resistance to movement of the joy-

stick—it goes where you want it to without

fighting back. If you expect to play for

hours at a time, the 5200 stick should

prove less tiring, though Coieco 's provides

better action.

Graphics

The basic measure of graphic quality is

the degree of resolution (how many pic-

ture elements, or pixels, can he displayed

on the screen). Atari wins this contest, 320

to 256. The difference in resolution

between I he units is really minor Both pro-

vide very good on-screen images. What

really makes the difference is how those

numbers are used.

So far, Coieco seems (o have an edge. In

ColecoVision, the screen is usually filled

with color and detail, as in Zflxron and

Smurf. Atari seems, in their first batch, to

be content to program games with shadow

and outline, It will be interesting to see

how colorful games like Kangaroo and

Jungle Hunl will look on the 5200. Both

systems show 256 colors.

Besides resolution, one of the key ele-

ments of game play relates to the number

of items (sprites) t liat can be moved on the

screen independently and simuhaneously.

In the VCS, the limit was three, which

accounted for the blinking of the ghosts in

P«r-Afr(?i. ColecoVision is capable of hand-

ling 32 sprites at one time and Atari claims

to be able to handle even more. Their abil-

ity lo handle many sprites was demon-

strated by their excellent interpretation of

Centipede- The fact that there were multi-

ple mushrooms with well-defined

mushroom shape tends to support Atari's

claim. With similar degrees of resolution

and sprite-handling capacity, it is difficult

to decide which system provides better

graphics unless you look at the games

themselves.
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Robofron

GAMES FOR ATARI 5200
Super Breakout, Qij:, Centipede,

Fmtball, Pac-Mau, Defemipr, Gala

.rinn. Star Raiders, Mmile Com-

mand, Sjmcelnvatiers, Soccer, Base-

ball, Vanguard, Jungle Hunt,

Kangaroo, Pole Positum, Ibnnis,

Space Dungeon, Couuterm^^asure,

Rolxthvn, Stargale, Millipede, T\'m-

pest. Joust, Pengo, Quantum. Fa,'it

Food ayid XemmLs.

Buck Rogers

GAMES FOR
COLECOVISION

Donkey Kong. Cnrnivat. Za.avn,

Sniurf Rescue. Mou,se Ti-ap, Uuty

Bug, Co^ynic Avenger. Donkey Kong
Jr., Venture, Tnr(x>, Slither, .Space

Fnry, Space Panic, Blackjack and

Poker. Gorf, Ba.Kplmll, Football.

Destruction Derby. Satan '."i Hollow,

Wizard of WOR. Tlirmn, Thc-Scan,

Time Pilot. Wild Western, Draada.

Papa .Smurf. Svord and the Sor-

ceroK Smnrjette Birthday, Frenzy.

Skiing, Mr. Do, Subroc, Pepix'r II,

Buck Rogers, Tunnels and Trulls,

bioping, Ritcky, and Tlie Wizard oj

Oz.

Software

Okay, wf know how ilu'V look and feel.

How do ihey play? In both cases, the

answer is (with exceptions) very well.

Compared to the jirantldaddy 'IWD. tioth

systems represent a major step forward.

Atari has an edge in one area-they

don't have to compete for licenses to Atari

arcade frames. Thus, Centipede was

iniavaiiai)le lo C'oleco. since it was already

owned and de\'eloped hy Atari. Similarly,

Pole Position, and Xeviou.^ won't make il

onto ColecoVision. Coleco ha,s fought back

with arcade licenses of iis uwi\-Zu.i'.ron.

Donkey Kong. Turbo and Mou.setrap. See

the box to find out who owns righls to your

favorite arcade games. Both companies

are selling their cait ridges for S^iO-:^^. .so if

yoLi prefer (he Atari licensed games.

maylJe the o200 is for you. Likewise for

Coleco. Confused? Go to your local arcade

and play these games. The Atari and Col-

eco versions will ho very close lo the ori-

ginals. Vouii find Crilceo has licensed »("rf'

arcade games, though some of them, like

Looping and PepjX'r 11. were not w'hal

you'd call blockbusters.

If you remember back to the early days

of the Atari 2fi(ld, for Ihe first few years

Atari was the only manufacturer of VCS
software. VCS owners had to be content

with what they got, since there wasn't

anyone else making new games. It wasn't

until Activi.sion and Inlellivision shocked

the world by bringing out games with

improved graphics and game play that

Atari had Lo come out with great game
cartridges,

The 52[10 is in a position that is roughly

c(miparable to that, ColecoVision got a

Jump on it. so there aren't as many 520ns

oul there. And Atari has lo develop

software for /o((r different systems:

arcade games, the VCS. the 40(1/800 com-

puters and. finally, the ;i20n. Actual com-

mitment to development of .software will

probably [)roceed in i he abi)ve order. Even

for a giant Uke Atari , that 's spreading your-

.selfihin.

Coleco sources report that, among
others. Fox. i^arker Brothers, Imagic and

Sirius Software are developing games for

ColecoVision. 1( would he safe lo assume

that in the short run, the Coleco system

will have more available soft ware than the

Atari svstem.

Expansion

Both systems are great for playing games

now. But what of the future? Atari will be

producing a keyboard for the 5200, but has

offered few specifics. Here is our best

guess...

In many ways, the o20O is an Atari 400

computer without a keyboard. Therefore.

the 5200 keyboard should allow access to

Ihe KiK of memory, and have BASIC lan-

guage programming built-in. It appears

doubtful, according to Atari sources, that

t his keyboard will accept software already

developed for the 400 or 800 computers.

Atari's approach seems to be Intended

more as an int roduction In computing than

it is to provide a device that can be used as

a stand-alone compuler

Coleco describes ColecoVision as a

'high-powered computer whose full

potential will be realized in June." The

design of the unit itself, with an expansion

port in front, indicates that enhancement

was one of the key objectives. The Coleco

add-on is promised to include 'all the

peripherals needed lo make it a function-

ing computer when you take it out of the

box. " My guess is that the "under $150"

unit will consist of a keyboard, a thermal

printer, and probably an Input/Output

device. The operating system will probably

be BASIC, and provide access lo the

internal KiK memory.. The screen will dis-

play up to 24 bnes of 40 characters in two

colors.

Both Coleco and Atari will support their

compuler keyboards with extensive

software. ColecoVision uses the Z80A
microprocessor unit, which is the heart of

many computer systems (TRS-80 and

01 hers), and a video processor almost iden-

tical to the Tl 99/4A computer. This will

make writing programs for hot h Tl and Col-

ecoVision relatively similar, and would

also simplify modification of existing Z80

programs. A great deal of software may be

developed rather rapidly lo support the

ColecoVision Computer.

Both systems have an Alari VCS expan-

sion module, so you can play 2600 compati-

ble games. As of this writing, Coleco and

Alari were fighting over Coleco's right to

sell its module, although sales continue to

be made.

Both Coleco and Atari have a Trak-Ball

device (Coleco's version is called Roller

Controller). Both w^ork well and enhance

specially designed games. The Coleco con-

troller carries a suggested price of $70 and

includes a Slither cartridge. Atari's Ti'ak-

Ball retails for -$79.95 and does not include

a cartridge. Coleco will also be releasing its

Super Action Controller, made to enhance

CONTINVED ON PAGE (ifi



Computer Game
BUYER'SGuide

Mutant Herd
\huanis art' mi the march, Vou can'i kill

tlK'iri. but by using a pair of intersecting

laser beams, ytm ran herd I hern arouiiil

and pusli them back towards the corners.

Meanwhile, you are trying tn maneuver

one of your men down a hole that leads lu

the mutants" underground chaniljer. Once

there, you're faced with some challenging

ladder chmhing as you atlemp! to blow u|)

the Mutant Queen and her eggs,

Vou'll play Mtitaiil Herd nver and o\'er.

One reason is the novelty of the game piay

(It's fun learning how lo use those laser

barriers effectively.) There's also the off-

beat theme, weird graphics and great

sound effects. A real treat.

Thorn EMI JorVlC-20.

NECROMANCER A
From the moment you hoot the disc, you

know that Necromancer is going to be dif-

ferent. A tree sparkles and a hauntingly

beautiful melody sets the mood for a trip to

some enchanted time and place, \bu're

llkuninar a Druid magician, thi^ last liope

By Martin Bass
of the human race. Your weapon is a magi-

cal wisp which hurtles out at your oppo-

nents and returns to your hand like a yo-

yo. Vour object is to grow an army of trees

and march with them on the lair<if the evil

-Vecromancer. In Act I you grow as many

I roes as you can, defending your seedlings

against ogres and a very dangerous spider.

In Aci n you and your trees go under-

ground to destroy ihe incubating larvae of

the spider. And in Act III you battle the

Necromancer himself,

Nerrnmnncpr is a gem -well con-

structed, full of imaginaliftn and almosi

dreamy in its .sound and graphics. With

three separate scenarios, it offers a variety

of game play, all unique. The people at

Synap.se wanted u> transport you to a fan-

tasy world of light against dark, good

against evil, They succeeded.

Synapse Software, for Atari 400/800.

Spiders Of Mars A
V<m re the Martian Fly, defending

your planet against the spiders and their

winged allies. They attack from all four

sides, using weapons like smatl bombs

and homing missiles. If a spider makes it

In the surface of the planet, watch out.

It can't be killed, and if you run into its

web, you're dead.

Spiders of Mars is designed to chal-

lenge the experienced arcader. Even at

level one, the enemy attack in large

numbers and their weapons are very

accurate. This is true arcade action with

great graphics and sound effects. It is

similar lo Defender and Chopper Com-

»)HH(/-type games but with more
interesting enemies. Go for it.

United Microtrave Industries, for

VIC-20.

Ii ntay noi be called Tempest, but Tithe-

irciij will remind you of Atari's smash

arcade hit. Vour ship is on the rim of a

geometric grid and you shoot toward the

center, trying to prevent aliens from mov-

ing outward. If one of them manages to

reach the rim. you're in great danger But

all's not lost, \ou have a super Zapper.

Speed is critical because if you don't

destroy all the aliens quickly, your worst

foe. "the germ." will attack. It can't he

destroyed, but a hit will return it to its

cage.

This is a fast game and a beautiful one.

Each of the 32 levels has its own grid and

its own problems of strategy. Level One Is

very easy. But by Level Six, you'll need all

the concentration you can muster. Tube-

way is not Teiii}N'sl. The graphics don't

have quite the sparkle of the arcade game

and the game play is somewhat different.

Nevertheless. judged (.m itsown. Tutieiray

is a fine game which will provide houre of

frenzied entertainment,

Datairiost. for Apple.

With tliDUsands of amipuipr games on tliv

market wejeelnvmn best senvym by selecting

a few great games rather than revieuiug some
goittl ones ami same bad cuifs All thfse games
vvuM makefine ailiiitiims to gour library.
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A.E. A
Here's an arcade challenge with & novel

theme, The A.E. are siingray-shaiied

robots, developed for use in pollution con-

trol. Now \h('i)'re oui of control, darling

around the screen, swooping, soaring and

making a nuisance of themselves. Your

task is to drive the A . E. off t he can h. push-

ing them as far away from the planet as

possible. To survive level one, which lakeb

place in a futuristic city, you need to make
three perfect attacks, annihilating every

A.E, in a wave. The contest continues

above the earth, on the moon, in the aste-

roid bell, on the giant planets and farther

and farther out into space.

What sets .4.£^. apart from other stiool-

'em*ups','* First, liming. Hitting your fire

button launches a missile, releasing the

button detonates it. So it's not just aiming

that counts, but how precisely you time

the detonation. The A.E.'s behavior keeps

changing. Sometimes ihey fly single file.

Other times ihey break up into smaller

units, with a variety of attack patterns.

Add to this five different screens of color-

ful 3-D graphics and you have a real win-

ner.

Bmderburid Sojlware,for Atari ¥0mO.
Aiso for Apple.

Chopufter a
The game that's kept Apple owners

glued to their monitors for the past year

now comes to the Commodore V1C-2II.

Sixty-four hostages are being held behind

enemy lines. To rescue them, you pilot a

helicopter and engage in battles with

tanks, fighter planes and killer satellites.

The first 115 hostages are easy to find-

their linker was bombed and they're run-

ning around on the ground. When you set

down your chopper, they run towards you

and .scamjjer aboard, (letting them— and
yourself-out alive takes some fancy

mancu\'ering. Rescuing the rest is not so

easy. They're locked away in various build-

ings and you have to find a way to release

theni without letting them get killed by

enemy rockets and mortar shells.

ChopUfter keeps you playing. After a

few hours, you may rescue 60 or fil of the

hostages, but a few always seem to get

killed. Those last few are the real chal-

lenge. Add to thissonteof the hest graphics

(men running, helicopter lilades spinning)

you've ever seen on a VlC-2()and you have

a tremendous game.

Crmt'nv Sojiimre, for VIC-M Versions

forApple andAtari ¥WHOO by Broderbv mi.

ROBOT PANIC
You c«fi(ti<]| a laser cannon on the bott(ini

of the screen with whicli you attein|)t lo

shoot down (as in Gnhuiaii, Gtduga, etc)

waves of attacking aliens. There are nine

different types, each with a distinct attack

|)attern- Some simply fall. Others swoop in

from tlie siiles and h<ime in on you. The

deadliest are the pods, which relea.se

mutants when hit.

Rnbot Panic is an arcade-guality game
re(]uiring (piick reflexes and split-second

timing. I'nlike most other games of this

type, it uses a double-barreled cannon, so

yt)u get off two shots each time you fire.

\viu'll need them-the game is iK'ry fast.

Another nice touch is the pods. They're

worth the most points, but it takes five or

six shots to destroy the mutants they

release. Actually, Roboi Panic most resem-

bles Rohotron 2084. but aliens come at you

from one direction, not four

HESJor VICM

IICROBE A
Vouro the captain of a miniaturized

submarine which performs operations

on critically ill patients. After the .sub is

injected into the patient's bloodstream,

you have a few minutes to get to the

brain, destroy a blood clot, remove
shrapnel or perform other delicate

microsurgery.

Microbe is a blend of strategic plan-

ning, complex problem solving and
arcade-like action. (.>nc moment you're

firing lasers at bacteria. A moment later

you're analyzing blood samples. You're

also responsible for monitoring the sub's

indicator lights and gaug(\s. This game
will teach you a lot about human ana-

tomy and the operations of a.submarine.

But most of all, it will give you hours of

challenging fun.

Sifti('r(iif<t ic Software, for A pple.

:;r,:i?\;£'- E.i'K?oDf;

riPPSoF-PlDTE FIXTURES iHfiVIHC (EM Slf*
kear the sThk the 6oof. T6 TmE uesi. Is
OPEN

.K<

CE3RCE IS STtTTnC oh HIS KD. KER IM
TflOUGHT

DEADLINE A
Marshall Robner, a millionaire, has

died— a few days after infitrming his

lawyer that he intended to change his

will. Was it murder',' As Chief of Detec-

tives, you have twelve hours to find out.

This is an extraordinary all-text pro-

gram. The ca.se is difficult, the plot logi-

cal, the writing witty. Unlike a novel,

there's more than one ending. You might

solve the case, but then again you might

get killed byasuspecl wbolhinksyou're

on to him. Your diskette is accompanied

by police reports, medical reports, a

packet of pills found by the body and an
S by 10 police photo. Deadline is a

breakthrough game.

Infocom,for Atari 800.



^ A YEAR'S
WORTHOFQUARTERS!
GRAND PRIZE WINNER IN OUR 'VESIGN YOUR OWN WEO GAME"CONTEST

Christopher Clary is a 14-

year-old freshman at

Brockport High School in

Hamlin, New York. Chris

likes to bowl, ploy golf,

saxophone, Donkey Kong

Jr.rBobyPac-Manand

Gorf.

ATHENIA
You arp the only human unrnpturedby

Athetiia. You must traverse theforest,

mirdingoJJFm'fxiUsandTiifnian

Rubol,s. When you reach the Athenian

Fortress, you must setfree the humatis by

shootbig open their cages. When you bbw
a large npming hi the brick mill, tl>p

Athenian crystal itself uill emerge and

you must deprogram it or die.

1. WEAPONS
A) Humon Fighter

I. The Power Warp
B) Fireball

1 . Can move fast, and will scorch

anylhinj^it runs over

C}Thenian Robot

1 . Lazor Warp
2- If destroyed

a) It will turn into anti-matter

M llimi liAMKS PLAYER

and disappear in five seconds

h) Anti-matter can kill if

touched

2. TREES

A) You must destroy them if they ore in

your way
B) If destroyed

1 . A shield, a fireball, or nothing

will take its place

C) Shields

1

.

Will protect against lazors for

thirty seconds

2. You or a robot can use it by

passinfj'H'cr it

3. ATHENIAN FORTRESS
A) Athenia

1. Computerized crystal

2. Weapon— lazor crystals

a) The power of level 3 warp
fi) Fortress

1. Five humans are behind each

brick

2. Warps bounce off destroyed

bricks

3. When brick destroyed humans
run for cover

4. Gates will remain after bricks

destroyed

5. When gates are destroyed and

a hole is big enough, Athenia

will step out

G. Athenia will move in circles

firing lazors

7. If hit, the crystal will get

smaller and faster

8. When deprogramed

a) start over

1 . harder

2 . faster

We will print a reader's game, in each

issue and pay $25 to the author. Send

artwork, description ofgame, photo

and self-addressed, stamped envelope

to: My Game, Cam^ie Publications,

888 hh Ave., New York, NY 10106.



Too bad. The

little creep might

have made it ifhe

had a subseriptiott^

?o \'ideo Games ~

h%'*

tforaff^

your,

games. But thitf^j

not all. We also

gin'ffou the late;' :

neii ; >.

vidf'H[

computer garner,

and arcade garni"

All''
'' ': ,7 nnir'

uilL- " '""" '"

givt

banqj'orgotfr

buvk.rhalV'
''

it's all abou
right?So don [jjei

icasted by laser'

fire—subscribe ff>--

\'ideo Games
Plaver.



ATARI VS COLECO
(VNTLM £{) PRO.W PAGE (il

play of several games. Two conlrnlk'is.

plus the SiiiHT Aclifitt Baseball cartiiiige.

retail foriimicrS?!).

A (Irivinjf nvnlulc is also sold for C'ol-

pcoVisiiin, which incliHlcs an accelerator

pedal and a steering wheel. This controller

R'lails for $S(I ami includes the Turbo

cartridge. Dciitnlitifn Dirbtj will follow.

Atari is developing many unique control-

lers, althougii ihey have not released any

details regarding them. By llie lime you

read this, there may he a driving com roller

to support PnlrPi}silii)H.

Atari will imntduce a voice module ai

the end of the year, with software

designed To make use of voice (and pos-

sibly \dice m-dijintiiiii). Although Coleco

announced a voice module a while hack,

when asked about the voice for their unit
,

ihey were speechless.

Finally, we have what Coleco calls lis

Supei'game Module, This will allow you In

play a game with up to 101) screens. For

example, you coulil play an "I'xncl" wi-

sionofi>)jfA'c(yA'oi?{/. complete with open-

ing scene of Kong climhing the ladders.

The mo<lule will not improve the graphics,

bul il will iremeniloiisly increase the

available memory for game data.

(In [lie whole. Coleco seems to l)e more

acti\'e in pursuing expansion capabilities

of ihi'ir svstem.

But Whal Should You Buy?
Now it s time for you to make your deci-

sion. Both ofthese systems are good. Each

has its ail vantages ami di.sad vantages.

Cosmetically, Ihey are both goitd-look-

ing. Atari lakes up more space.

Atari is a little easier to hook up ami

provides less wires to meKj up your living

room.

While/|ireferthe Atari coni rollers, most

people I know like Coleco's mu(h better.

Vuu should test them both,

The graphic capahiliiy of the two is

about the same. So far. Coleco has put pret-

tier pictures on the screen while Atari

owns the licenses to tlie arcade "classics."

See the hox for Atari and Coleco's fulure

games. Right now, four oiher companies

are making games for Coleco\'ision. but

only Parker Brothers has announeed
releases for the 52(10,

1 , The Power Warp

B) Fireball

1 , Can move fast, and will scorch

anything it runs over

C)Thenian Robot

1

.

Lazor Warp
2. If destroyed

a) It will turn into anti-matter

Q*BERT
( V i.\T!.\l 'a ) FRi i.\J PAGE 4S

Pac-Man away from Pac-Man?

Q*Bert: You'll see, loiiighl. after the

arcades close down,

VGP: Do you believe in petting on the

first dale?

Q*Bert: No, 1 believe in padding on the

first dale.

VGP: 1)0 you feel that a man should

open the door for a lady'"

Q* Bert: Thai depends on the do<tr.

VGP: (J. yoii mentioned that you'd like

lo travel. Where do you want to go?

Q*Bert:Egvpl.

VGP: Why Egypt?

Q*Bert: I've always wanted to see the

pyramids.

VGP: Do Ihey have video games in

Egypt?

Q'Bert: I figure they've got to at least

have a couple of Tidankhain machines.

VGP: How do you feel ab()ul those peo-

ple who think video games are had lor us

and want 1 ban I hem?
Q'Bert: I agri'e with them. I feel thai all

the PacMiV) and Defendn- and Donh'/i

/i'om/arcadegamesshould beguiled and

made into homes for illegal alii-ns and

bag ladies.

VGP: You don't really believe that, do

you?

Q'Bert: No, seriously, I think vldet)

games are good for children. Not only do

they improve eye-hand coordination,

they also help cure cancer and reduce

nuclear proliferation.

VGP: Very funny. Surely you'd at least

agree thai video games are helping to

intniduie children to Ihe computer rev-

olution of the 19H().s'.'

Q'Bert: Of course, Playing Congo
Boiigti is an excel lent way lo learn com-

puter programming. Computers are

woiulerfid. Il used In lake me 45 min-

utes to balance my checkho<}k, Now,
with my computer, I can do the whole

thing in just three days.

VGP: You know, it's very easy for you to

sit I here and make fun of everything lo

do with video games. Right now you're

number one. You're at the top of the

world. Hut this isa hit oriented business,

skin-head. A lew months fnim now peo-

ple will slop dropping (]uarters into your

slot and tlieyll slop buying your stupid

scratch 'n sniff stickers. There will be

stmie hot new game out and everybody
will forget you even existed. What do

you I bink you're going to do ///f»?

Q*Bert; I'm c<insidering running for

President ml 984.

VGP: President-.'!

Q^Bert: Yes, I plan to model myself

after my favorite politician. (J'liert

Ilinnphrey.

VGP: Vou, the President? You're short,

bald, ugly, and yitu have the intelligence

of a five-year-old child.

Q*Bert: You're right. I'm overqualified.

@!r?@!

NEXT WAVE
WIN AN ACTIVISION CARTRIDGE LIBRARY!

Enter our "Name That Alieti " contest

MAHEL STRIKES BACK!
We test drive Intel tivision II. III. uml (he Aquaris computer

WHAT'S A GOOD SCORE?
Hoir (U> you rale next to oilier pill yei'.s i)i( jjiHtrfavorite giames?

THE VIDEO GAME PIRATES
We go undercover and sneak into afactory where illegal rip-off

games are made.
A] Athenia

1. Comput

^^

2. Weaponi NOT TO MENTION...
a,) f\{Q pdv do IheyproduceSOUND in a vidi'o ytime? Vie world's largest

B) ForTress ^^< ^^"^ hottest gossip, Beat It, gobs ofgame reviews. Swap Shop,

I. Fivehur'^'''**'""^'^t'''^^"i/""'f^- On sale August 23rd. Be there or he square.

brick w^Mwm^^^^^^^^^^^maB^m

Ift^ftS

M VIDEf rGAMES PLM'ER



First, restofe the fore
Plant a tflade of enchanted
trees, and weave a networb
of Aliclenf spells to protect
tham from fiordes of altacb-
litfikrotfloffytes.

' Another spell rallies tlie

'forces of nature around you.
The very trees^become youi(l," mles, raarciiinf Info coin\!N

It In the cavernous lairs of

e Necromancer.
Then, meel the EVIL ONE

himself In a calaclysmfc fi-

nal «o)>''*£' In a sUcnt tfrave
yardf^mons the dead.

~
' Ttm fastest action, the new-
it fraphl^sMd a Ultlle Ml

of old-time niatflcNECRO-
MAI^CER by BIU Wifllanis.
thc^fptest instant lUt from
Sywlpse. If unavdHable from
yodi dealer, send $34.95 plus
52 rtdppintf to us direct.

f ll
i

1^

: I

5221 Central Ave.
Rtchmond, CA T'
(415)527-7751

^&/<fl^X^

y-Tor the Atari 440/800^ in 32K d&fa
lilable sooi^|n i6K carlr'

'

HRN

.wJUnt &CKU
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.^^ IX/hichplayerisabout ^

I to scoreTvithflyinffcolors?

Betterlearn fest. Here comes Galaxian from Atari:
Pilot to co-pilot. Galaxian invaders are

approaching your home. And they're only
from Atari for use with the ATARI* 2600."

Sears Video Arcade* systems, and the
ATARI 5200" SuperSystem.
These Galaxlans look, sound, and act no

different than the Galaxians you've battled
in the arcade. They swoop, dodg-e. and fire

with equal cunning. So yoahave to know
your stuff.

Like the player on the left. He's about to
hit a flying yellow Flagship for 150 points.
But his opponent, on the right,
will score only 30 points for hit-

ting the stationary blue
Drone. Tough luck, rookie.

If you want to know even
more about which Galaxians ATA Ol
to hit. hit the stores for /\lr\l\l
Galaxian . a Wamer Communicolions Conipmiy.

or 150 ponits


